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ABSTRACT 
The application of systemic principles to a consultancy model was explored, 
using the systemic problem-solving methodologies developed in Britain by 
Burden (1978, 1981, 1983) and Checkland (1981). It is argued that, in 
addition to the traditional role of the educational psychologist as a child and 
family psychologist, the role of the educational psychologist should be 
extended to include a function as a consultant to social systems. 
The focus of the intervention was the children in the junior-primary section of 
a boarding-school. A team of consultants was formed for the duration of the 
intervention. The team comprised of key members from the system and the 
novice educational psychologist, with the academic supervisor acting as an 
outside consultant. 
The analysis focused on rules and patterns. Patterns of communication, 
support, isolation and problem-solving were highlighted. The intervention 
focused on structural changes. Structural changes, attitudinal changes and the 
process itself were evaluated. Agreement by consensus was used as a 
measure of change. 
Consenus was reached that the model had impacted positively on the 
problem-solving skills of the team and the previous isolation of team 
members. However limited news of difference was found in relation to the 
children. This was connected to the fact that many of the changes had not 
been implemented fully or for a sufficient period of time . .. 
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CHAPTERl 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to explore\ the role of the educational psychologist as a ..._ 
system consultant. The intervention is based on systemic problem-solving, with specific 
reference to the work done in Britain at Exeter University and the 7-stage model of 
Peter Checkland. The target group consists of a boarding-school population of 15 
children between the ages of 5-10, and adult staff. The study proposes to {sses~the 
impact of a · systemic type intervention, which includes the use of interviews, 
questionnaires and children's drawings. 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
The evolvement of systems theory 
At the end of the 19th century experimental science, with mathematics and physics as 
the main tools of analysis, was becoming increasingly sophisticated. At the same time, a 
change in vision was introduced with the increase in awareness of the 
interconnectedness of living systems. Einstein's relativity theories showed that the 
concepts of space, time and matter are mental constructions and thus relative to the 
observer's frame of reference. The notion of absolute objectivity was replaced by that of 
observer-interdependence. Quantum theory made it clear that an element such as light 
can sometimes appear as particles and sometimes as waves. 
Capra (1983) described the new holistic vision with reference to quantum mechanics. In 
classical mechanics the properties and behaviour of parts determine the whole, while in 
quantum mechanics causality is viewed from a different perspective as it is the whole 
that determines the behaviour of parts. 
With the increase in prominence of the biological and social sciences (including 
psychology), it became progressively clear to some of these scientists (Broad 1923, 
Koestler 1945, Popper 1957) that the application of physics and mathematics could not 
provide sufficient information to engender satisfactory conclusions. A different 
perceptual tool was needed. 
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In 1947 Von Bertalanffy, a biologist working in Vienna, put forward the notion of a 
unity and likeness between the sciences, proposing that this unity ("Einheit") provided a 
key to a new understanding. To him all living systems seem to present with "an 
amazing order, organization, maintenance in continuous change, regulation and 
apparent teleology" (1972, p.29). An essential distinguishing feature of living organisms 
is their organisation and what he called "organized complexity" (1972, p.30). Von 
Bertalanffy called his new theory Systems theory and in 1954 helped to found the 
Society for the Advancement of General Systems Theory. 
Von Bertalanffy was one of the first scientists to consciously include developments in 
different fields, e.g. cybernetics, information theory, factor analysis and organisation 
theory. He argued against a monopolistic model, towards an interdisciplinary one 
which could address multivariable problems. A serious limitation of traditional science, 
according to him, was its focus on two-variable problems which looked at linear causal 
trains that could be measured by statistics.l_He pointed out that nature did not work in a 
linear way, but was marked by patterns underlying structures:-He put forward the notion 
of circular causality, in which systems maintain themset~es through a continuous 
reciprocal flow of energy. 
[Systems theory can thus be viewed as a paradigm which has been found useful in 
addressing the problems highlighted by the present world-view which takes cognisance 
of the fact that all life (and hence all developments) are interrelated and that paradoxical 
co-existence can not be ruled ouC · 
/ 
TERMS FROM SYSTEMS THEORY 
For the purposes of this study the following concepts seemed central. A brief 
description of each follows. 
-HOMEOSTASIS: 
A concept taken from cybernetics. It is described as "the ensemble of organic 
regulations which act to maintain the steady states of the organism and are 
effectuated by regulating mechanisms ... an open system will attain ? steady 
state ... this constancy is maintained in a continuous exchange" (Von Bertalanffy 
1972, p.35). Homeostasis describes the state to which a system tends to return after 
any disturbance. The system maintains this homeostasis through a self-regulatory 
process known as FEEDBACK LOOPS (Maruyama 1968). 
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- OPEN vs CLOSED SYSTEMS: 
An open system is seen as an ideal system which allows for change as it adapts to 
new information. It operates on the principle ofEQUIFINALITY, i.e. its behaviour 
is not determined by initial conditions as is the case with closed systems, which 
tend to be rigid and are characterised by a lack of differentiation. 
-ENTROPY: 
A concept in physics which describes the limited ability of an organism to express 
all the energy which is invested in it. Thus the total available energy decreases with 
an increase in input (the Second Law of Thermodynamics). Closed systems are 
characterised by ENTROPY: with an increase in input, the total available energy 
grows constantly less, resulting in a static system. An open system is characterised 
by NEGATIVE ENTROPY: energy is transferred into increased levels of 
differentiation and complexity. (English and English, 1958). 
- ISOMORPIDSM: 
A concept in biology which relates to similarity in unrelated forms. Von 
Bertalanffy defended the use of analogy, i.e. the comparison of similarity in 
seemingly unrelated forms, as a fundamental tool of the new theory. Although this 
is not a new method, it becomes explicit in systems theory, specifically through the 
later work of Bateson (1979) on ABDUCTION (seep. 4). 
\.._-PATTERNS: ' 
Patterns can be stated to be the identifiable arrangements of relationships, 
recognisable through the constellation of rules. Plas (1986, p. 73) states that a 
pattern is "complementary with the idea of a 'a rule of behaviour" and quotes the 
Webster dictionary (1980) which defines it as" a regular, mainly unvarying way of 
acting or doing". 
According to Bateson (1979, p.8) (.~etaph~expresses structural similarity or, better 
still, similarity of otganization ... Metaphor (is) the pattern which connects". 
Connections could be first-order, i.e. within the individual, second-order i.e. between 
different individuals, or third-order i.e. comparing the second-order connection with 
another second-order connection (e.g. comparing the relationship between mother and 
son with the relationship between the father and the school). 
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CONTEXT: 
Bateson (1979, p.14) sees context as "pattern through time", which in tum provides 
the meaning. Checkland (1981) includes notions such as Zeitgeist and 
Weltanschauung. 
-RULES: 
A rule is a specific version of a pattern found in hwnan systems, specifically codes 
of conduct and conununication. They can be informal - ideographic rules or 
formal - nomothetic rules. 
- RECURSIVE THINKING: 
Bateson (1979, p.218) preferred the term recursive as opposed to linear, as this 
includes the notion of multidirectional feedback. He thus prefers the notion of a 
"hierarchy of orders of recursiveness" in the place of the traditional notion of a 
hierarchy of classes. 
According to Plas (1986, P.62), 
A recursive phenomenon is the product of multidirectional feedback, which occurs 
as functional and arbitrarily identifiable parts of a system engages in transaction 
across time and space. A recursion is non-linear, there is mutuality of influence. 
- NEWS OF DIFFERENCE: 
Bateson (1979, P.29) emphasised the notion of difference, stating that, perception 
operates only upon difference. All receipt of information is necessarily the receipt 
of news of difference, and all perception of difference is limited by threshold. 
Accord to Bateson, we deal with this difference by comparing information, and in 
so doing ofteri connect an unfamiliar pattern to a known one. The interaction 
between these parts is triggered by the difference which reacts in terms of 
negentropy or entropy. 
- ABDUCTION, 
i.e. the use of comparison in which like may be compared with like or unlike, 
allowed for the introduction of wholes or patterns in analysis. Bateson pointed out 
the similarities of this process with that of poetry, which uses metaphor to compare 
larger wholes. E.g. a man with a tree. This allowed for the perception of patterns of 
similarity and difference. It should be noted that this process still relies on the 
method of induction, and to a lesser extent deduction, to form the homology. 
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- ORGANISED COMPLEXITY: 
· The. subject matter of the systems approach was often referred to as "organised 
complexity". "The concern was to be organization as such, the principles 
under.lymg the existence of any whole entity" (Checkland 1981, p.5). Bateson 
addressed the issue of complexity (a problem for traditional science according to 
Checkland 1981, p.60) and extended the theory to include the use of metaphor 
(including stories) and paradox. According to him the verbs "to have " and "to be" 
-have dominated Western thinking, thus largely excluding the relativity and 
relational qualities of existence. He argued that relationship should be the basis of 
all definition, as they were in stories (Bateson 1979). 
Systems theory thus attempts to deal with complexity, not by breaking it up into parts to 
·be tackled separately, but by addressing the framework itself. It does not claim to be 
without limitations. Boulting wrote in 1956 that, "General Systems Theory does not 
seek, of course, to establish a single, self-contained 'general theory' of practically 
everything which will replace all the special theories of particular disciplines" 
(Checkland 1981, p.9). The limitations of systems theory are probably easier to detect 
as it attempts to deal with that which is often not quantitatively measurable and difficult 
to predict with statistical accuracy. It does highlight different types of information, 
noticeably within the field of communication. 
It was clear to Von Bertalanffy (1972) that the theory was limited and did not meet the 
scientific criteria of objectivity and predictability. Yet it could provide a level of 
understanding and intervention unavailable to traditional reductive practice. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS THEORY IN THE HISTORY OF 
PSYCHOLOGY: 
A BRIEF OVERVIEW 
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Behaviourism, psychoanalysis and the humanistic schools can arguably be stated as 
having informed the basis of psychological practice. Behaviourism focuses on 
empiricism and deduction as a method to generalise from the sample group to the 
individual. The analytic schools use the logical- sequential model of thinking, with an 
emphasis on induction, to generalise from the individual to the population. The 
humanistic schools, which developed later, (and are typified by the models proposed by 
Rogers and Frankl), can be seen as offshoots of the tradition. of humanism; a post-war 
phenomenon which emphasises the importance and value of the individual, in line with 
the rise of democracy as a new solution to the problems of mankind. This formed part 
of the move away from the mechanistic focus of science and philosophy. However, 
these paradigms still represented an ontogenic model of thinking, emphasising the 
development within the individual's life history. 
In time a subtle shift away from empiricism and the focus on the individual was 
manifesting itself. The research on perception done by the Gestalt group introduced the 
concept of wholes (being more than the sum of its parts) and the notion of spontaneous 
insight as an important variable in learning. The existential and humanistic introduction 
of meaning as a valid focus of intervention, not only introduced a subjective category 
into psychology, but also brought with it the social context in which individuals act out 
that meaning. The Gestalt and Jungian models enlarged on the use of metaphor, the 
latter introducing the concept of archetypes. As such it introduced, at least 
intrapsychically, the concept of universal influence and relatedness. Jung was one of the 
first psychologists to attempt the analysis of socio-political movements, e.g. Nazism 
(Jung 1964). Transactional analysis, an offshoot of psychoanalysis, emphasises the 
reciprocal nature of communication, representing patterns of communication/relation-
ships as feedback systems (Stewart and Joines, 1989). Linear thinking thus evolved 
towards the inclusion of circular thinking as an additional method of gathering 
information. 
Initially systems thinking impacted on sociology, through which it entered social work 
practice and specifically informed work with families. The work of Salvador and 
Patricia Minuchin (1974) was amongst the first offshoots of systems theory in the 
practice of human problem-solving. It formed the basis of family therapy as it is 
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practised today. It was via this route that systemic thinking entered traditional clinical 
practice. 
The extension of systemic concepts into the field of family therapy is well documented. 
The notions of circular causality, of news of difference and of hierarchical connections, 
of family systems (and sub-systems) having a tendency towards either rigidity or 
flexibility, and the importance of communication are prominent in the work of the 
systemic schools of family therapy (Haley 1972, Satir 1975, Koman and Stechler 1985). 
Minuchin (1973) argued for an ecological view of services for children which include 
such issues as adequate housing, employment, etc. 
According to Minuchin (1973, p.7), 
¥- the child's development depends on the primary social systems within which he 
grows, and (that) such primary systems function through complex and interactive 
pattems ... If we are to understand the optimal conditions for child growth, we must 
understand the ecology of the family and the nature of the structures and 
adaptations that make for effective family functioning. If we want to intervene for 
children in distress, our conceptual framework needs also to be at the system level. 
The actual interventions may be at points in the system other than the child ... some 
of which include the child while others do not. 
Minuchin saw the family as a system that operates through transactional patterns which 
express themselves in sub-system alliances. He saw the ideal system as one with clear 
boundaries which allow for a flow of communication which does not threaten the 
equilibrium of the system. Systems which are disengaged or enmeshed tend to be less 
flexible or open, and react to new information with increased rigidity. He described the 
family as a hierarchical system (Minuchin 1974). 
The systemic model of family therapy was extended by the Milan group, particularly 
through the work of Boscolo, Selvini-Palazzoli, Prata and Cecchin. (The group has split 
in recent years.) They made explicit use of mutuality of influence with the emphasis on 
circular questioning and metaphor (specifically through storytelling), basing these on 
the concepts of information as news of difference and "the decrease in entropy (which) 
can be taken as a measure of the amount of information" (Selvini-Boscolo et al. 1980, 
p.6). 
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The Milan school, as well as Checkland, looked at substitutions for the verbs "to be" 
and "to have", arguing that verbs like "show, make known, represent, symbolize, join, 
associate, connect" etc. offer a more appropriate expression of relational qualities. 
Checkland advocates the use of verbs "which describe the activities" (Checkland 1981, 
p.164). 
Gorrell Barnes (1986, p.226) defines a family system as " the patterning of intimate 
relationships organised over time" . Bateson and Hinde (1976) describe the task of the 
therapist as the creation of the possibility of variation in the external patterns, and 
consequently the internal rule structure. 
Educational psychology inherited this model, particularly with regard to its work with 
families. However, a specific systems model evolved as a response to its contact with 
larger systems such as schools and institutions. The model developed in part as a 
response to the problems traditional school systems were facing. 
These problems could not be readily addressed by the traditional paradigms. The work 
of Burden (1978, 1981) and Plas (1986) and the model developed at the Tavistock clinic 
in the 70s are typical of the development of a systemic type intervention, based in 
educational institutions. 
Dowling, (1985, p.9) a psychologist at the Tavistock clinic, writes, 
One of the implications of this principle of intervention is that it does not matter 
where the intervention starts (the family or the school) but the important factor is to 
consider the dual context and the reciprocal influence of these two open systems 
upon one another. 
lhls model was influenced by the problem-solving work done by Jay Haley (1976) as 
well as the behavioural consultation model as outlined by Bergan (1976). Organisation 
development, which was initiated by Kurt Lewin in industrial and governmental settings 
in North America, influenced educational psychologists such as Miles (1963) and 
Schmuck (1971) and lately, Burden (1989). To this we can add the influence of the 
consultation/ negotiation movements prevalent in industrial settings. 
CHAPTER2 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSULTANCY MODEL 
Conoley and Conoley (1990, p.87) outline three consultancy styles which 
encompass most developments in the field. These are: 
Mental health consultation 
Behavioural problem-solving consultation 
Process consultation 
MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTATION 
The mental health approach, initiated in the 60s by the psychiatrist Caplan, is 
often described as the first structured attempt to break away from the 
unilateral intrapsychic model towards a dialectical reciprocal model of 
intervention. Caplan was aware of the epidemic proportions of mental health 
problems and the need for a wider distribution of skills. The mental health 
approach was based on the role of the professional as consultant to the 
caregivers in the field, e.g. clinic sisters and teachers. 
Initially this approach focused on the processes interfering with the 
objectivity of the caregivers (regarded as largely intrapsychic and referred to 
as "theme interference"). In-service training was initiated to address skills 
deficits . The mental health model was based on the psychodynamic model, 
with the consultant in the role of the expert, although Caplan increasingly 
emphasised the importance of a "voluntary", "supportive" role, as opposed to 
a "critical", "didactiye" one (Conoley 1990, p.89). It was open to criticism by 
community psychologists who described the movement as, inter alia, 
paternalistic (Swift 1984, p.13), insensitive to cultural realities, morally 
judgmental (O'Donohue et al, 1984) and negating social injustices and 
resources existing within the client and his/her natural systems (Hunter and 
Riger, 1986). 
But a start had been made and the field was now open to various consultancy 
models, the more traditional b~ing themselves on the models for 
organisational development (e.g. Lewin, working in the field of social 
psychology in the 50s with T-groups and Schmuck and Miles who were 
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working in the 70s with organisational development in schools) (Reynolds, 
1982). The more radical models developed in line with the liberation 
concepts of empowerment, participatory research and advocacy (Sarason 
1976, Rappaport 1984, Wolff 1987, etc). The focus group became 
increasingly wider and more democratically involved - the move was from a 
direct towards a more indirect service delivery, and the role of the expert 
changed increasingly from advice-giver to facilitator. The latter focus was 
not only in line with the political Zeitgeist; to a large extent it was a natural 
extension of the nature of therapy (non-directive, empathetic, immediate, 
etc.) towards a more socially responsive model. 
BEHAVIOURAL CONSULTATION 
The behavioural consultation model developed as a problem-solving model 
and is based on the principles of behaviour modification. Bergan (1982, 
p.812) describes the stages of behavioural consultation as: 
1. Problem identification 
2. Problem analysis 
3. Plan implementation 
4. Problem evaluation 
Problems are defined carefully, using quantitative data (e.g. frequency, 
duration), a specific goal is set with implementation based on behaviour 
modification strategies. Evaluation is done using comparative data. Thus it is 
fairly easy to implement, requires collaboration between the consultant and 
the caregiver, and does somewhat empower the caregiver if sufficient 
emphasis is placed on the transference of skills. Success is fairly easy to 
assess as it is so clearly defined and often requires a series of small changes. 
This model is thus often used with problems which are relatively clear. 
PROCESS CONSUL TA TI ON 
Process consultancy models have attempted to cross the tricky divide 
· between clear-cut problems and problems which seem to have become 
generalised and diffuse ("everybody is unhappy" "the system is not 
working"). Systemic problems are increasingly facing educational 
psychologists. Burden (1978, 1981, 1983, 1989) describes various 
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problem-solving models emerging at the University of Exeter in response to 
the needs brought to his teams' attention. He argues that· "an understanding 
and application of systems theory can provide the practising educational 
psychologist with a good basis from which to begin" (1981, p.43). 
Increasingly, ways of applying systems theory are proposed as a solution to 
the difficulties which systems (including educational systems) are facing 
(Plas 1986). The process consultancy models referred to in the present 
intervention share a conscious application of the principles of systems theory. 
Checkland (1981, p.12) sums up the systems view when he writes, "Systems 
thinking ... starts from noticing the unquestioned Cartesian assumption: 
namely, that a component part is the same when separated out as it is when 
part of the whole". 
A systemic problem-solving approach can be likened to a therapeutic 
intervention in the sense that a continuous lookout is kept for the 
manifestation of patterns which could hinder or provide support for the 
system's (vs.person or family) designated task. Thus "stuckness" (resistance 
to change) can become an implicit criterion by which given patterns are 
continuously evaluated. Data in the form of information are continuously 
generated by the processes inherent in the intervention which lead to the 
r-··· hlghlightlng ~i p~tt~rns/ e.g. communication and support. This is to a large 
<--~---~· .. ·---·'- --.---·-· / 
extent a subjective measure, validated simply by the agreement of the team 
that this is so. In this case the inclusion of additional sources of information, 
e.g. the questionnaires and the children's drawings, were used as a control. 
Metacognitions of the consultant on ·the meetings and the visits becomes 
shared information, speci~cally where these concerned rules and patterns 
affecting communication, problem-solving and support. 
The model described by Burden (1981) 
Burden describes a model with noticeable roots in the consultancy models 
described above. Thus he asks for a clear description of the problem as well 
as a contract (preferably written) which specifies responsibilities and 
expectations. He emphasises the notion of "shared responsibility" and "a joint 
enterprise with specific goals that were either within reach or could be seen . . , 
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as in need of redefinition" (1978, p.117). Continuous feedback forms an 
integral part of the process. Context is taken into account. It is essentially a 
team approach which looks at the overall structure of the identified system as 
opposed to the identified patient. 
The intervention team comprises members from inside as well as outside the 
system. High-status members are identified and actively engaged. The 
principal is regarded by Burden as "invariably the most profound influence in 
the school" who needs to be engaged "if any change is to be brought about" 
(1981, p.45). 
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Rules, both formal (nomothetic) and informal (idiographic) are probed, ~!i 
patterns of communication are analysed, context is broadened to include such (_ Q;c/ 
seemingly vague concepts as "work out where the power structure lies", T . '' 
"obtain some of the tone of the school" (1981, p.44). News of difference is 
taken seriously, e.g. "Do different members of staff have different 
perceptions of what the problem is?" (1981, p.5). 
According to Burden (1981) intervention is a four-stage process. 
l. Preparation: 
This phase entails what Burden describes as "cultivating the host culture" 
(1981, p.44) and entails identifying how open the system is to change, 
relevant change agents and a clear, mutually accepted description of the 
problem as well as of realistic change. 
2. Planning and implementation: 
This involves establishing the team ("systems engineers"), allocating specific 
tasks to each team member and drawing up a contract which should be 
explicit and realistic. 
The team should include : Preferably two committed professionals, one of 
whom could be an expert on the area under investigation, a high-status 
member from inside and a consumer. A minimum of four members is 
recommended 
3. Data collection: 
This essentially involves looking at patterns of behaviour. Continuous 
feedback takes place, which includes feedback on the process itself. 






rf.e problem c8mparison of 
situation 4 with 2 
(Checkland, 1981, p.163) 
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Root definitions of 
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Emphasis is placed on identification of patterns of communication and the 
identification of mismatched expectations. Placing the responsibility for the 
problem on an individual is not 
part of this process. Burden writes that it is at this stage that anxieties start to 
surface. Personal experience suggests that this is because the identification of 
patterns not only highlights the power hierarchies within the system, but also 
starts to question these. Thus a lot of containment is needed at this stage. 
4. Pulling it all together: 
This consists of a formal feed~ack session which includes data presented in 
the form of flowchart diagrams as well as a written report of progress (i.e. 
changes which have made a positive difference). 
The main advantages of this approach seems to lie in the fact that more 
general problems can be addressed, e.g. concern about the lack of reading 
progress in the school as a whole. It also engages nodal members in devising 
and implementing strategies "that are likely to be effective in achieving 
satisfactory solutions for fill concerned " (1978, p.31.). Thus it allows for 
systemic change as well as the empowerment of individuals. 
The 7 stage model of Checkland (1981) 
Checkland (1981) describes a seven-stage intervention which evolved in 
response to unstructured problems. He refers to these as "conditions to be 
alleviated rather than problems to be solved." Checkland states that all 
problems can not always be clearly defined and that experience has shown 
that "in problems in human activity systems history always changes the 
agenda!" (1981, p.155). He points out that there are often many ~pects which 
can be targeted as problem areas and that assisting an organisation which 
shows a readiness for change (an important criterion) in selecting an appro-
priate area should be part of such an intervention. 
Checkland (1981, p.162) points out that organisations can be remarkably 
complex, with diffuse decision-making structures. A methodology was 
needed which "should be capable of being used in actual problem situations: 
it should not be vague ... it should not (be) precise ... but should allow insights 
which precision might exclude" . 
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Checkland (1981, p.219) preferred the term methodology to technique. He 
described the former as "a set of principles of method" which were not as 
precise nor as prescriptive as a technique, but which could take into account 
both varie.ty (multiplicity) and richness (different contexts). He described the 
model as a "methodology (which) emerges not as praxiology but as a learning 
system in which underlying Weltanschauungen are exposed and debated 
alongside alternatives". 
Checkland emphasised the intervention as part of a continuum, which has as 
its aim the learning of alternative strategies of problem-solving, but also 
alternative ways of viewing the problems~ 
Characteristics of the methodology include (1981, p.162): 
- It should be capable of being used in actual problem situations 
- It should not be vague, i.e. what is being done, and the 
principles applied, should be clear · 
- It should not be precise, like a technique, but should allow for 
insights which precision might exclude 
- It should be able to accommodate any developments in systems 
theory, which could be applied where appropriate. 
Stages 1 and 2: Setting the scene 
The problem-situation unstructured and the problem-situation expressed: 
Checkland refers to the first two stages as the "expression" phases. During 
these the richest possible picture of the situation in which there is perceived 
. to be a problem, is assembled. Stage 1 can be likened to context; it takes 
cognisance of concepts such as Zeitgeist and the setting and the historical 
background of the relevant system. From an expression and integration of 
context, one moves towards a statement of the perceived problem. This can 
be likened to brainstorming in the sense that it is not an evaluative process. 
This already starts to illwninate the different Weltanschauungen of individual 
members or groups. 
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Included in the two phases are initial analyses of bot:J:i "slow-to- change 
structure" within the situation and "continuously-changing process", as well 
as the relationship between them. Checkland warns against a rush for action. 
Structure includes concepts like hierarchy, layout and patterns of 
communication. Process refers to the activities of decision-making, 
monitoring and talcing corrective action. The relationship between structure 
and process has been found to express core characteristics of a problem 
(1981, p.166). 
Stages 3 and 4: Making the problem explicit 
These represent both the Weltanschauung of the various members in the 
system, as well as a comparison between the ideal and reality. It explores the 
anomaly between what people think is being done and what is actually 
happening. 
Checkland (1981, p.214). emphasises the importance of Weltanschaung, 
which will probably remain different for people in different roles. He sees the 
formulation of root definitions as a means of explicating these, arguing that 
they should become an explicit part of the intervention in systems 
consultancy: 
[T]he methodology is a learning system ... rather than a prescriptive tool... 
(as such) it will always be only one possibility out of a large number, 
and this is true even if people in the problem situation are not disposed to 
challenge a root definition ... A root definition will be a meaningful 
description of the relevant system according to a particular view of the 
world, or Weltanschauung. There will be other feasible 
Weltanschauungen, however, because human beings can always attach 
different meanings to the same social acts. 
The community psychology paradigm adds that the negation of the 
Weltanschauung of a particular community (or system) often results m 
resistance and the potential sabotaging of the planned intervention. 
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Stage 3: Root definitions of relevant systems 
According to Checkland "A root definition (is) a concise description of a 
hwnan activity system which captures a particular view of it" (1981, p.167). 
Stage 3 requires the naming of the relevant system and a definition of what 
the task of the system~ (not what it does). At this stage differences of view 
often surface. Checkland (1981) argues that it is important that 
Weltanschauungen should become explicit as they form part of the 
individual's reaction to the system. In the present study the boarding school 
was described as, inter alia, "a place where they (the children) can receive 
proper education", "a refuge from an unhappy home" and "an unm!cessary 
evil" (taped conversations, 1992). 
Stage 4: Making and testing conceptual models 
Whereas the definitions in stage 3 attempt to "account what the system is; the 
conceptual model is an account of what the system must fill in order to ~ the. 
system named in the definition" (1981, p.169). 
The conceptual model is built using a description of the tasks which the 
system must carry out to fulfil the function of the system as described in the 
definition. Checkland (1981, p.222) emphasises that the descriptions should 
be useful rather than clever and that they should consist of verbs ("simply all 
the verbs in the English language"). The model should denote the task which 
the organisation has been "created to perform" or which "it must perform if it 
is to survive". According to Checkland the model consists of "the minimum 
list of verbs covering the activities which are necessary [for the] system 
defined in the root definition, and to structure the verbs in a sequence 
according to logic" (1981, p.170). Thus a "main verb" should be selected, 
followed by ± six important activities. The activities chosen should be direct 
and not consequential ( e.g. having physical contact vs. the consequential idea 
that their emotional needs should be cared for). 
In the present study the team agreed that the boarding school was "a place of 
holding in order for education to take place". What needed to be defined was: 
a) what is meant by holding and b) what is needed for this holding to be 
satisfactory to all the members within the system. The main verb chosen by 
the team was "holding". Activities which were generated by the team were, 
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inter alia, . each child should be physically touched at least once a day. 
Touching could take place during bath time, when plaiting hair and by 
holding and/or touching a child when she approached the adult with a story or 
a complaint. It was also decided that in order to be successful, the adult 
involved with the children should be able to pick up a consistent sign of 
distress and should be able to react to the distress with an appropriate 
intervention. 
Checkland warns against overloading the model and describes this activity as 
the closest that the methodology gets to a technique. 
Stage 5: Comparing conceptual models with reality 
A comparison is made between the verbs engendered during the stage of 
conceptual model building and the activities taking place within the existing 
system. Any.discrepancies between the ideal and the real can be analysed for 
a) the contribution that this gap between expectation and delivery makes 
towards the perceived problem(s) and b) the potential solutions which lie in 
the information thus generated. 
Checkland (1981, p.177,178) comments that the "comparison is the point at 
which the intuitive perceptions of the problem are brought together with the 
systems constructs" and that "the need is to use the systems models to open 
up debate about change" . Mismatches in expectations, including strategies to 
be used, often surface during this stage. Inadequacies in root definitions often 
surface and these may have to be adjusted. 
Stage 6 and 7: Implementing feasible and desirable changes 
Checkland describes three types of changes: 
Structural changes, e.g. organisational groupings, reporting structures. 
Procedural changes, e.g. changes to the processes of reporting or informing. 
Attitudinal changes, e.g. changes in expectations or in the readiness to 
debate or to evaluate. 
Checkland points out that the changes implemented are often modest. Hard 
systems changes occ.asionally evolve, but rarely during the initial 
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intervention. During stage six all the "concerned actors in the problem 
situation" (1981, p.181) agree on desirable changes as measured against the 
criteria stated in the root definition and the conceptual model. These changes 
should also be feasible, given the cultural, financial and practical restraints of 
the situation and the people who operate within it. The actions which should 
implement these changes are listed and allocated during the final stage. 
According to Checkland (1981) each system comprises a problem-content 
system, in which is contained the role of the problem-owner, and a 
problem-solving system in which is contained the role of the problem-solver. 
The problem solving system applies systems methodology to take action to 
improve aspects of the problem-content system. 
The North American experience 
In North America, family therapy, specifically the Milan method (Selvini, 
1980), informed systems consultancy models with the emphasis being on 
circular questioning and the use of metaphor (notably storytelling) and 
description to determine functionality. I.e. a symptom tends to act as a 
metaphor for family functioning, at the same time providing a protective 
function. Thus the symptomatic behaviour is redefined as acting on behalf of 
the family, rather than as against it. Paradoxical injunction, gossiping in the 
presence of the client and prescriptions (notably of rituals) is used. According 
to Plas (1986, p.108) "this kind of inquiry reveals patterns and redundancies 
(and) can quickly lead to a higher level of intimacy" 
Plas (1986, p.119) stresses that positive connotation should not be seen as a 
call for change. 
Change will occur when an important communication rule is identified 
and targeted for pressure. In systemic work, the rule is pressured, not the 
behaviour, the person or the group" (1986, p.112), and "the emphasis is 
on the communication patterns within the group and the ways in which 
these rules of the game shape behaviour and attitudes. 
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Outcome 
Outcome is described by Checkland (1981, p.213) as: 
The outcome is never an optimal solution to a problem, it is rather a 
learning which leads to a decision to take certain actions, in the 
knowledge that this will in general lead not to 'the problem' being now 
'solved' but to a new situation in which the whole process can begin 
again. 
Burden (1978, p.126) describes outcome in terms of: 
It [is] not considered realistic that the school should make any sudden 
changes on the basis of the psychologists' recommendations alone - but 
rather that a majority of all concerned should feel a clearer sense of 
purpose and direction with regard to an improvement...together with a 
rational belief that steps were being taken to accomplish this. 
The methodology is thus not a finite one, leading on to final solutions. It is 
method of continuous learning, allowing for change as it brings different 
insights to perceived difficulties. It actively includes Weltanschauung, 
focuses on realistic/available possibilities for change and· demonstrates the 
principles of participatory (action) research. 
Including equifinality as an inherent characteristic of the system, the models 
rely on feedback loops, actively uses news of difference and, aiming at the 
features of negentropy, assume that homeostasis (albeit in a more conscious 
and differentiated form) will return. 
The process can lead to an increase in tension and insecurity, especially 
during the middle stages when differences become explicit. Some change is 
inevitable. However a commitment to change and a basic trust in the process 
seem of specific importance for this type of methodology to be experienced 
as empowering and renewing. 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
More recently Burden and Brown (1987, p.20) have described a "movement 
away from the more mechanistic aspects of systems theory towards the more 
comprehensive and humanistic approach offered by organisation 
development" (1987, p.20). This includes "spiral consultancy" (1987, p.5), 
which refers to the appointment of a consultant by the consultant (who can 
approach a consultant). A preference for the term "organisation development" 
(as outlined by Miles 1963 and Schmuck 1971) is justified by Nichols, 
Burden et al (1989, p.1) on the basis that the term "systems approach" is too 
diffuse and "has outlived its usefulness" 
CENTRAL CONCEPTS 
Central to all these models is a problem-solving approach which has been 
described by Gutkin and Curtis (1982, p.812). It can arguably be stated that 
today all models of consultancy at least recognise and acknowledge the six 
stages of problem-solving as outlined by Gutkin and Curtis. 
The six stages of problem-solving: 
1. Eliciting specific needs from within the community. 
2. Using the clinical skills such as listening and empathy combined with the 
problem-solving skills to build trust and to define an area of intervention. 
3. Planning the intervention together with relevant community members. 
4. Executing the planned intervention in a manner which allows for 
reflection and sharing throughout the process. 
5. Evaluating the intervention. 
6. Generalisation of the skills and principles underlying the intervention. 
This stage should occur throughout the process. 
Tingstrom et al (1990, p.41) refer to consultation as "collaborative 
problem-solving". They state, "Most authors agree that the ideal consultative 
relationship is ... voluntary, egalitarian, and colleague in nature. Consultation 
can therefore be viewed as a social interaction whose success or failure can 
largely depend on the dynamics of this social interaction" Furthermore, "the 
successful consultant should, at least, be knowledgeable, competent, and 
congenial" (1990, p.49). To these attributes Plas (1986) adds, inter alia, the 
ability to work in a team and the ability to adopt systemic perspectives . 
{J 
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST 
The relevancy of the traditional role of the psychologist and his/her 
accountability have been extensively debated over the past two decades 
(Sarason 1976, Davidson and Rappaport 1978, Heller and Price 1984, Turton 
1986, O'Neill 1989). 
In educational psychology Britain and North America have been at the 
forefront of this debate. Loxley (1978) emphasises the importance of a wider 
view, which would include preventative strategies. He wrote at the time, 
"Your clientele is not just the group on your waiting list, it's all the kids out 
there .. .it becomes possible to treat the child as the client and the situation and 
the organisation as the case." (1978, p.40). Urging prevention, he maintains 
that, "no condition is ever prevented by treating the victim of the condition 
itself' (1978, p.21). 
Bardon, in the same year, asked for educational psychologists to model the 
type of coping behaviour asked for, i.e. to be "participant and democratic'" 
(1978, p.26). He emphasised the role of the educational psychologist as an 
"agent of change ... and what we are asking for .. .is a more constructively 
educational role" (1978, p.5). Together with Trachtman (1979), he proposed 
the transfer of knowledge and skills as part solution to the new demands. 
Gillham (1978) edited a book in which the role of the educational 
psychologist was extensively debated, highlighting the timeousness of the 
issues. A central theme was the shift from the traditional medical model 
towards a more socially responsible one. 
Trends internationally (for Israel, Brazil; England and Wales, see the School 
Psychology International, Feb.1990, for North America, Plas 1986) reflect 
this shift towards a more participatory relationship with a desire for a 
"responsiveness (which is) not merely an ability to react, but rather a capacity 
to anticipate and proact with the changing environment" (Acklaw 1990, p.4). 
In Britain an Audit Commis~ion, sponsored by the Department of Education 
and Science is currently reviewing the school psychological services. 
Included in their review is the question: "what kind of service structure is 
appropriate to the demands of the new political and social environment?" 
(Acklaw 1990, p.5). 
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 
The need for revision in South Africa has been pointed out, inter alia, by 
Dommisse (1983), Vogelman (1986), Gilbert (1989), Nell and Seedat (1989), 
Manganyi and Du Tait (1990), Nicholas and Cooper (1990) and Dawes and 
Donald (1993). 
The current practice of psychology in South-Africa is faced with many of the 
dilemmas which confront the British and American models. From South 
America (via North America) we have become aware of the central issue 
addressed by community psychology: an attempt to bridge the gap between 
supply and demand at the same time as being politically appropriate. The 
emphasis is on a participatory intervention which responds to the needs 
perceived by the community. Its ultimate aim is the empowerment of 
disempowered communities. The distribution of knowledge is seen as a 
primary task towards achievement of this goal (Rappaport, 1984). 
The importance of the present Zeitgeist cannot be underestimated, The post-
modern era brings with it the importance of dialogue (whatever happens is 
negotiated between forces). It favours a discourse, often within an 
ideological criticism and always refers to context. The psychological debates 
superimpose the issue of relevancy. Retief (1989, p.76) writes that 
"relevance is currently a shared and central value ... The indications are that 
the notion of relevance of social scientific theorising and research tends to 
assume special prominence in cultures subject to social-upheaval." 
The role of the educational psychologist in South Africa has been 
conservative, with few debates around the issues of. relevancy and 
responsibility. This, in part, reflects the relatively recent professional 
registration of this category of psychologists with the South African Medical 
and Dental Council. In part it reflects· our isolation from developments 
elsewhere. However, it is the writer's contention that recent political 
developments are forcing the issue at hand, although the reaction from 
institutionalised structures still seem largely tentative. Educational 
psychology cannot remain insulated from current world trends, neither can it 
remain deaf to the increasing political demands for a greater community 
involvement. Above all, the educational system in this country is facing 
fundamental challenges, as its counterparts in Britain and the Americas did in 
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the 60s and 70s. They had to respond to the specific dilemmas of their times. 
We too, are facing this challenge. 
Donald (1984, p.30) points out that, 
the priority decided upon must determine the nature of the service and 
equally, the nature of the service and its perceived relevance must affect 
the priority afforded it. This circularity can only be resolved if 
educational psychologists themselves take the initiative and, in defining 
a relevant and effective service, influence the priority that the 
bureaucrats assign it m the cost structure of overall educational 
provision. 
In Britain the model which developed in the 70s was largely in response to 
alann at the social evolvement of their youth. The schooling system was 
perceived as responsible (inter alia) for this state of affairs, depicted in the 
media by articles on punks and skinheads, and debates on the schooling 
system and the perceived apathy of the youth. This dissatisfaction was 
reflected by increasing numbers of teachers leaving the profession. In 1972 
the training course for educational psychologists at Exeter University 
included a systems consultancy type model for the first time in order to "help 
provide from within these environments themselves the kinds of strategies 
that are likely to be most effective in achieving satisfactory solutions for fill 
concerned" (Burden 1978, p.131). 
In North America the changing role of the educational psychologist can be 
viewed as a respon~e to the Zeitgeist which emphasised individual rights (the 
human rights movement). These rights include a notion that disenfranchised 
communities are entitled to the provision of an appropriate education 
(including specialised education). The rights and needs of minority groups 
received significant media exposure during ~s time and many of the debates 
around educational psychology reflected these concerns. As Plas (1986, p.85) 
writes, "They see the schools as the arena in which professionals involved 
began to sift through the psychological literature in a search for approaches to 
children that could be adopted for '!Se in the schools::_ (own emphasis). She 
also points out that parents " had the right to expect " psychological 
involvement with social issues, e.g. dropout rates and school violence (1986, 
p.86). 
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It is clear that we are facing many of these challenges in South Africa today. 
The school system has started to adjust to demands made by the majority 
culture. A wider distribution of resources with greater accountability are 
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fundamen~al claims which cannot remain unaddressed. A shift away from the ! r. . .. · ~ 
individual client- centred approach towards a more socially responsible one \ '"::,::·
1
'\~n:: 
seems inevitable if our services are to be regarded as appropriate. \. 
This shift is already apparent in the many debates on the impact of the 
off-shoots of Apartheid (especially poverty and violence) on childhood. 
(Nicholas and Cooper 1990, Dawes and Donald in the press). It is also seen 
in the work done by the Organisation for Appropriate Social Services for 
Southern Africa (OASSA) and the more recent National Education Policy 
Investi-gation (1993). 
Donald (1984, p.32), discussing various alternatives to traditional practice, 
writes, "what these models all have in common is an emphasis on the 
educational psychologist as consultant". The intervention described in this 
research is an exploration of a consultancy model. 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
SYSTEMIC PROBLEM-SOL YING 
The intervention was initially planned according to the principles described in 
the work done at Exeter University by Burden et al (1978,1981,1983,). 
During the course of the year the writer familiarised herself with the work 
done by Checkland (1981), and it became clear that this model was ideally 
suitable to the intervention at hand. The intervention as a whole, including the 
subsequent analysis, thus includes reference to Checkland's methodology as 
well as reference to the general principles of systems theory. 
Burden (1978, p.118) refers to the difficult process of acquiring systemic 
problem-solving skills: 
The important point here however, is that we were building in a means 
of evaluating the effectiveness of our contribution as educational 
psychologists ... We were no longer able to fall into the common trap of 
assuming that we could provide 'one-off solutions to problems, nor 
could we take it for granted that whatever course of action we decided to 
take was ipso facto appropriate. 
BACKGROUND TO THE INTERVENTION 
Selection of the system 
The principal of a private girl's school in Cape Town approached the 
Education Faculty at the University of Cape Town in 1991 with a request to 
investigate matters in the Boarding School because of general dissatisfaction 
amongst staff and students. This manifested in a "culture of complaining" 
(principal's expression). The principal, who was newly appointed, wanted to 
explore sources of real grievance· in order that these may be acted on. She 
expressed the need the need for "advice". 
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The Boarding School houses 142 pupils between the ages 5-18. At the time 4 
adults were directly involved with the pupils. The other adults were mainly 
involved in maintenance activities. 
A team of 5 Masters students in Educational Psychology undertook research 
in line with the systemic principles of school consultancy as outlined by Plas 
(1986) and others. A report with the findings was sent to the principal at the 
end of 1991. She expressed her satisfaction with the report and enquired 
about the possibility of an intervention with the assistance of the University . 
. Within the 1991 student research initiative a needs analysis of sub-system 
rules and patterns was made, with the focus on patterns of communication 
and nurturance. For the purpose of analysis the children were divided into 
sub-systems, using standard of schooling as a criterion. The tools of analyses 
were thus contingent on the developmental stage of the group. Different 
students were allocated to each sub-system to facilitate independent process. 
The patterns evolving from the sub-systems were largely consistent over the 
groups. It seemed clear at the time that the members across subsystems had 
inadequate means of structured communication and that their needs for 
nurturance were largely unmet. 
The school is a traditional system aspiring towards a more appropriate 
function. It thus seeks change which will approximate the values reflected in 
our time (e.g. democracy, awareness of pupils' emotional needs etc.). 
Secondly, it grapples with the problems inherent in a multicultural setting 
(e.g. the effects of multiple language groups within a closed system such as a 
boarding school). It is a system in flux. A new principal was appointed in 
1991. She is known for her 'progressive' educational ideas. The school had 
been experiencing considerable problems; the numbers were decreasing and 
parents increasingly expressed unhappiness about the quality of the 
education. It seems reasonable to assume that the expectation is that the new 
principal must attempt to reinstate the school to its former prestigious 
position. As such she would have to negotiate the delicate balance between 
renewal and tradition. These forces should find themselves expressed within 
the rules (both formal and informal) as well as between different individuals. 
· The school as a system thus displays many of the characteristics which could 
facilitate an intervention: it is at a junction at which change seems inevitable, 
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even required (taking into account that a pocket of resistance forms a 
sub-system which is part and parcel of such an ethos). Key members within 
the system declared an openness and willingness to change. The principal 
viewed an ideal system as one characterised by equifinality. Thus she 
described success in terms of "chang~ which has been questioned and 
accepted" and "teachers who are open to new ideas" (written statement). The 
head of boarders described an unsuccessful person as "rigid and inflexible" 
(written statement). Thus the system presented itself as one in which the 
high-status members were committed to negative entropy. 
Nevertheless, a system committed to change, could pose problems for the 
evaluation of the intervention. As multiple changes seemed inevitable, it 
could be difficult to pinpoint those changes clearly resulting from the 
intervention. 
Focus of the present study 
This study focuses on the 15 girls who live in the junior-primary dormitory of 
a private girls' school in Cape Town. They range in ages from 5 to 10, 
attending classes from pre-primary to std.2. The child care worker directly in 
charge of them (CW), the head of boarders (HB), the school principal (SP) 
and the school counsellor (SC) form the core of the adults involved. 
The sub-system was selected for the following reasons: 
1. They form a natural group or sub-system. The children, who range from 
pre-primary to std.2 are placed in one dormitory. This dormitory is separated 
from the rest of the boarders in terms of space as well as by the application of 
formal rules (e.g. bed and bath times). The children are overseen by one 
specific adult, dem~cating them as the "babies". 
2. The group is in need of a specific focused intervention. Many of the 
recommendafi:ons made after the 1991 analysis are being implemented at 
other levels of the system. E.g. A new house mistress has been appointed 
with previous experience of teenagers in institutions. A more empowered 
student representative body is being negotiated. It seems clear that these 
changes could impact beneficially on the older students, who will be able to 
give voice to some of their concerns and needs. However, the younger girls 
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seem in danger of "falling through the net". Children of their age often are 
not able to verbalise their inner experiences, lacking the concepts to express 
these. The child care worker in charge of this younger group does not 
experience herself as empowered to act on their behalf. This was clear from 
the 1991 analysis. 
3. Although a systemic anafysis of any part of a system should reveal patterns 
which are significant at all levels - and the 1991 research confirmed this 
hypothesis - an intervention should be sensitive to the specific needs, 
developmental stages, functions and aims of a sub-system. It seems important 
that for an intervention to be appropriately focused, it needs to discriminate 
how the group is different from other groups in this system to facilitate a 
focused, relevant intervention. 
4. The study aims to research the applicability of a systemic approach to an 
organised system in which structural changes can become part of the 
intervention. The extent to which the results can be generalised from a larger 
system can be posed in the form of final hypotheses. 
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NEEDS ANALYSIS 
The literature stresses the importance of an intervention which is based on the 
needs of tJie client. The initial analysis was based on the specific needs of the 
client (i.e. to understand "why everybody was so unhappy and what could be 
done about it"), but the intervention was based on the consultant's agenda, i.e 
the awareness that a) this group was specifically disempowered and b) 
constituted a clear sub-system with definite boundaries. This awareness was 
based on the findings of the 1991 analysis; it represented sho~ needs of the 
sub-system, but it did not represent the explicit needs of the main client, who 
in this case was perceived as the principal. The client's expressed concern 
was the racism in the std.6-10 group. At the time this writer did not feel 
sufficiently skilled to deal with such a complex issue. 
The client group expressed agreement with the selection of the focus, stating 
that they were all aware of the unmet needs of these children, but did not 
have the resources to deal with them. However, this rather . vague 
commitment became problematic later on, as will emerge from the 
discussion. 
AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES 
The principal liased with the governing body. According to her financial 
resources were available for the appointment of another member on the 
boarding-school staff. Structural changes (e.g. adding a new room) had to be 
presented to the planning committee who would evaluate these on merit. The 
school seemed to possess adequate financial resources. 
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METHOD OF INTERVENTION 
Plan of intervention 
In line with the paradigm, the plan of intervention evolved from each 




The plan of intervention which was followed: 
1) ~"Regular consultation mee~gs'Jwere held with all the adults concerned to 
- assess perceived needs for change as well as Weltanschauungen (root 
definitions). News of difference formed an integral part of the 
information generated during these meetings. Circular questions were 
generated during this process. 
2) {R.~~ar observation vi~it~;to the boarding-school took place to assess the 
impact of the formal and informal rules on the developmental needs of 
the children. This phase was often combined with informal interviews 
with the staff concerned. 
3) Exploration of the possibility oQY~grlc ch~ge~)to impact on existing 
patterns) in consultation with the relevant adults. The possibility of 
including the children in this process was not initially envisaged, but was 
to be kept in mind during the intervention. 
4) Intervention: Changes to nomothetic or ideographic rules and patterns -
these could include structural changes - which were identified during the 
preceding phase. 
5) Assessment of the impact of the systemic change( s) introduced. These 
were based on the perceptions of the individual adults involved, but the 
conclusion( s) were reached through consensus. 
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Both Burden (1978) and Checkland (1981) point out that these phases need 
not necessarily follow a specified sequence. However, during this 
intervention the above-mentioned sequence seemed to present as a natural fit. 
~ablishin; the te~ The team was decided upon during the initial contact 
meeting with the principal. Some difficulties were experienced with the 
incorporation of the child care worker. She did not attend the initial meetings. 
The team members from the school expressed surprise at my desire for her 
inclusion, but agreed to inform her of future meetings. However, the 
· consultant had to take on this task as the other members continued to "forget" 
to inform her. This pattern is included in the analysis and was presented as 
information during a feedback meeting. 
~ 
-----~-
The time and focus of the intervention was agreed to during the first team 
meeting. 
Time: A period of eight months was contracted for. This was not an ideal 
decision as it was based on the consultant's availability rather than the needs 
of the situation. Contracting ahead appears to pose a difficulty. A time-span 
of one to three years seems normative, but Conoley and Conoley (1990, p.89) 
· point out that, "the time-frames associated with noticeable improvement in 
cons~tee performance are impossible to specify". 
Focus of the intervention: It was agreed that the intervention would focus on 
the identification of the potential for strategies/ structural changes in the 
boarding-school which could provide the children in the jwtlor-primary 
dormitory with reliable and appropriate resources of nurturance (including 
physical caretaking). The feasibility of small children in the boarding-school 
was not addressed at this stage. 
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Key persons acknowledged within the stages of consultancy 
1. The child care worker (CW) in charge of the target group of children: 
An aim of this intervention was, inter alia, to attempt empowerment of 
the relevant adults. The sharing of perceptions as well as the 
engendering of potential solutions in consultancy with her, was regarded 
as important steps towards empowerment. 
2. The Principal (SP): The principal is acknowledged as a nodal point of 
entry to the system. Gillham (1978), noted that the values of head 
teachers become primary values for the school community. As such the 
co-option of the principal can be regarded as an important variable if 
change is to be consolidated within the school system. The principal was 
also regarded as a valuable resource; the contact during the assessment 
phase reflected an openness to change as well as interest in different 
ideas. 
3. The Academic Supervisor (AS): The supervisor represents the academic, 
"objective" world "out there". As supervisor to the project he had a 
vested interest for the project to succeed, as professional he provided the 
necessary link with an outside "expert" as consultant. He was not directly 
involved in the process, thus allowing for an outside perspective. The 
importance of such a consultant has been highlighted in the systemic 
school consultancy models of Plas, Gillham and Burdon. 
4. The Head of Boarders (HB): It was important to involve her throughout 
the process. Gutkin and Curtis (1982) refer to the acknowledgement of 
hierarchical power structure and the importance of not negating it. The 
head of boarders is not only hierarchically relevant, but needs to be 
explored as a P.otential resource and change agent. 
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5. The children: The children were directly consulted about desired changes 
on two occasions: 
1. During the initial research done in 1991. (See addenda) 
2. During an informal session in their dormitory when the question was 
posed: "What could make things better for you here?"(± 3 months after 
the process had started) 
Contact with the children was kept to polite exchanges as far as possible 
(greetings and niceties) in an attempt to minimalise the possibility of change 




Three niain sources of data were collected. 
1. Interviews with the relevant adults and children. 
The focus: 
Perceptions of difference ( E.g. what has changed, what would you like 
to be different?) 
Patterns of communication, support and problem-solving (E.g. who· do 
you go to when you have a specific concern about a child/an issue in the 
boarding-school?) 
The interviews were taped. 
Examples of questions asked at this stage: 
To whom is this a problem? 
Who benefits from the present arrangement? 
Whom would changes to the present system affect most? 
What is the bottom line? 
What do you want to see changed? 
What should remain the same? 
2. Questionnaires were completed by the relevant adults (see addendum two). 
The focus: 
The focus was similar to that of the interviews. The questionnaires were 
completed anonymously and were used as a control to the interviews. As the 
sample was so small, it was relatively easy to identify the adults, yet it was 
felt that they might put on paper what they may not have felt comfortable 
with during th~ interview. This proved to be true with the principal (who also 
identified herself by stapling a visiting card to the questionnaire). 
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3. Children's drawings~· The children were taken to the homework room by· 
the child care worker and the consultant in 3 groups of 5 children. Each group 
was given the instruction: 
Draw yourself in the boarding-school, together with a grown-up and a 
friend. You should all be together, doing something. 
On completion they were requested to write their names and ages at the back 
of the drawings. The children appeared keen and excited and participated 
with obvious enjoyment. 
The drawings done during the initial research (1991) were evaluated by the 
students. A group consensus on prominent/repeated patterns formed the basis 
of the findings. To avoid subjectivity an educational psychologist 
(uninvolved with the project) was asked to make a blind evaluation of the 
final drawings. 
Instruction given to her: 
These are drawings done by children in a boarding-school. Please look 
for patterns. 
The children's ages were provided. No other information was given. 
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The Use Of Collateral Information 
The outside expert 
Consulting with an expert not involved with the intervention is in line with 
the principles of consultancy. It can provide the following valuable resources; 
a) it allows for expertise which might not necessarily be available within the 
team b) it strengthens and broadens the knowledge base of the team without 
the complications (including time) and costs involved of co-opting such a 
person on the team and c) it provides for a balance of opinion and can 
strengthen the perception of the consultant as being open to information and 
as not committed to a personal hidden agenda. The educational psychologist 
who assessed the children's drawings acted as an outside consultant. 
Children's drawings 
Prout and Phillips (1974) developed the Kinetic School Drawing (KSD), 
analogous to the Kinetic Family Drawing (KFD), which was found to be ail 
effective means of tapping the child's internal perceptions of family attitudes 
and emotional resources. In requiring the child to draw the family members 
doing something it could also depict roles and interactions (Knoff and Prout, 
1985). 
According to Andrews and Jazen (1988) limited empirical research on the 
validity and reliability of the KSD exists at this stage. They note however, 
that it has been particularly useful in the generating of hypotheses relating to 
social-emotional factors. As a projective technique it can be a means of 
accessing the child's conscious and unconscious anxieties. 
Observation 
Regular visits to the boarding-school facilitated the observation of 
interactions, specifically where these, in time, formed recognisable patterns. 
To enable cross referencing it was important to visit at set times to observe 
for both differences and similarities as well as during specific activities, e.g. 
bath time and supper time. 
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. . . 
Visits ( ± 10) took place between l 6h00 and l 7h30 hours during the week. 
This was the time after extra-murals and tea and before supper. During this 
period the children were free to play and eat tuck. Homework reading was 
done. It was also bath time. The latter two activities were not rigidly 
organised; the children were expected to complete these tasks during this 
period, with intennittent reminders by the child care worker. Four visits were 
made after supper and one over a week-end. One visit was made to the girls' 
boarding school of a mixed school in the same area. This was organised by 
the consultant who was accompanied by the head of boarders . 
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METHOD OF EVALUATION 
Consensual validation 
The supervisor of this project, the principal of the school and the researcher 
formed the primary team of consultants. The triad thus consisted of one 
member from "outside", oqe from "inside" and one from the "margin". An 
attempt was made to control for subjectivity through triangulation, the use of 
an outside expert on the children's drawings as well as the process of ongoing 
consultation with all the adults involved. 
According t(} Plas (1986, p.56), 
Within systemic thinking the only standard for the validity of things 
must be some sort of agreement. .. Something is valid to the extent that 
people agree that it is so. Consensual validation becomes the only 
possible form of validation. 
Checkland (1981, p.242) maintains that, 
In dealing with human activities as perceived problems, the best we can 
hope for is that in the eyes of concerned people former problems are now 
rated as 'solved' or that problem situations are rated as 'improved' 
Thus one arrives at a collective subjective truth, rather than pure objectivity, 
the existence of which is questioned by systemic thinkers. 
Patterns of Change and Homeostasis 
A substantial part of the information included in the analysis focused on rules 
and patterns. Patterns of change and of homeostasis were considered to 
provide valuable information on the potential for news of difference. These 
patterns were analysed with theCaim'.: of identifying ~e~ ~o(p~te!!ti_~ ~~or 
difference as well as those areas resistant to change. As such they formed a 
SiibSfiintfaI .part~~~f .. the focus throughout the. intervention. Patterns of 
communication and patterns of problem-solving were specifically highlighted 
throughout the process. 
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Patterns of communication 
Patterns of communication were perceived as an essential component of the 
problem-cµialysis done by the student team in 1991. They are an inextricable 
component in cybernetics, organisation and information theory, and are 
central to (systems) family therapy as well as systems engineering. Patterns 
of communication can be seen as an inherent concept in any feedback model, 
which relies per se on the notion of the relationship between components. 
(Kast and Rosenzweig 1972). 
The consultant remained sensitive to communication patterns throughout the 
intervention. They provided useful information on the hierarchical protocol 
and acted as pointers towards the nature of the problems experienced within 
the boarding-house. 
The development of new structures and procedures 
Schmuck (1982, p.838) maintains that the following is typical of a successful 
outcome, 
What about outcome? If the organization-development effort is to be 
self-sustaining, the target school should have developed new structures 
and procedures to accommodate continual problem solving. Cognitive 
and affective change should have occurred; norms, roles, influence 
patterns, and communication networks should have become more 
receptive and responsive - indeed, the culture of the school should have 
become different." 
Comprehensive claims, indeed. However, the manifestation of structural 
change is a valuable criterion when evaluating systemic change. 
Perceptual I Attitudinal differences 
Adults involved: Agreement by consensus by the adults involved was used to 
evaluate attitudinal changes. Agreement was based on the notion of 
"difference". This is a concept often used in systemic family therapy; e.g. 
"How is what is happening now different to what happened before?" "How is 
the relationship between x and y different to before?" 
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Checkland (1981) and Conoley and Conoley (1990,) point out the importance 
of attitudinal change in systemic problem-solving. Tingstrom et al (1990, 
p,45) write, 
[S]chool psychology can be reconceptualized as a field whose primary 
applied focus is on modifying the attitudes and behaviours of adults 
rather than on providing direct care and treatment to children. 
The children: A comparison between the children's kinetic boarding school 
drawings done during the needs analysis in 1991 and those done in November 
1992 attempted to look for rules and patterns as well as internalised 
perceptions of difference. A comparison was made between their favourite 
stories before and after the intervention. 
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METHODOLOGICAL CA YEATS 
Influence of the observer 
It is known that the presence of an observer is influential in the group. As 
such it can produce change. Any change which occurred would have to be 
sufficient to account for this influence. To assess difference it was important 
to take note of changes within the system when the observer was present, i.e 
did her presence introduce specific behaviour patterns? 
Subjectivity 
Subjectivity remained a problem. The consultant was aware that she had 
strong feelings about the presence of such young children in the 
boarding-school. As psychologist she was aware of distress in individual 
children ( e.g depression), when the other adults clearly did not react to these 
signals. The consultant never verbalised her feelings on the inclusion of the 
young children, but non-verbal· behaviour and subtle directing was more 
difficult to control. The perceived alliance of the school counsellor with the 
consultant can be viewed in terms of referent power, but could also have been 
due to a perceived complementarity of views. Perceived distress in an 
individual child was shared with HB and CW in the form of a question (X 
often seems sad. Have you also noticed that?). This was obviously an attempt 
at some influence, i.e. for the adults to verbalise an awareness and to 
(hopefully) act on it. Follow-up was not done, as this was outside the agenda 
of the intervention. 
Checkland (1981) argues that Weltanschauungen should become an explicit 
part of the process as they often underlie existing patterns and as such can 
contribute to resistance to change. 
The multivariable nature of change 
It became progressively clear throughout the intervention that the consultant 
as change agent should remain aware of the multivariable nature of change 
(Davidson and Rappaport, 1978). Change per se need not be positive, it could 
be a stressor. The importance of discontinuous change has been highlighted 
by the family therapists (Plas 1986, p. 78), i.e. change which needs to take 
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place in order for improvement to occur, but which might lead to an increase 
in stress at the time. Bateson (1979, p.154) refers to the "double description" 
for positive change; i.e. the individual or system. needs stability as well as 
requiring change. In the present study it became clear that the frequent 
implementation of change was contributing to the stress experienced by the 
system. The evaluation of the intervention was tentative as change in the long 
term, which leads to a per~eived decrease in stress, should be a criterion for 
evaluation. This was difficult to evaluate during the limite.d period of 
intervention. 
Premature conclusions 
The intervention took place over a period of eight months. Most consultants 
advise a period of at least 2 years. The project was undertaken as a research 
project, and can in many ways be regarded as a pilot study. The school was 
aware of this caveat and was in full agreement that the intervention probably 
would only form the basis of an intervention which would have to be tracked 
over a longer period. It was agreed that the report at the end of one year 
would reflect an account and analysis of the process thus far and would be 





ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
OVERVIEW 
The main features of a systemic problem-solving model were followed in so far as the 
consultant had the skills to do so - these improved in time. The process closely followed 
the structures outlined by the problem-solving models of Burden (1978, 1981) and 
Bergan (1982) as described in chapter 2. The contents however, seemed to have 
extended naturally to include features described by Checkland (1981). Thus root 
definitions were generated during the process of consultation, both by the team as well 
as during individual interviews. 
To this process one individual interview with each adult concerned was added. This 
was done to gather information on individual perceptions of the problems in the 
children's dormitory. Although not initially planned, the interviews evolved as an 
offshoot of the team meetings. The meetings were held in the principal's office and were 
characterised by her open-door policy, which made for continuous interruptions, as well 
as a constant pressure for time (double-bookings were commonplace). These factors 
exerted pressure on the discussions to be brief, with a resultant pattern which did not 
allow the full expression of individual opinion. A feeling of "unfinished business" led to 
the consultant's request for individual interviews which were to be held privately, 
without interruptions. The interviews were taped. The same questions were asked of 
each interviewee. The impact of the open-door policy was raised as a question in the 
individual interviews as well as during the subsequent team meeting. 
The clarification of root definitions played an important role in the identification of 
priorities for the group concerned. At the same time, the identification of root 
definitions assisted in highlighting differences. Individual root definitions were 
compared with one another during the third and fourth meetings in an attempt to bring 
different Weltanschauungen into the open and to discuss the relationship between the 
ideal and reality. 
This process was a difficult one as it highlighted differences, creating tension within the 
group. Questions were used to facilitate the discussion around areas which seemed to 
create the most tension. The presence of young children in the boarding-school seemed 
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to create a barrier between the principal and the rest of the team when it transpired that 
the other team members were not committed to the presence of these children in the 
boarding-school, feeling that the children in the junior-primary dormitory still needed to 
live at home. 
The school cowisellor's position was that "boarding-houses are Wlhappy places to be. 
That's really the bottom line. We shouldn't have that age group here". The principal 
expressed her commitment to an early educational intervention and saw boarding as 
"not ideal, but necessary". At this stage it was agreed to proceed with the intervention, 
with the proviso that the allowance of young children to the boarding-school will be 
brought to the attention of the governing body, following the report on the intervention. 
Examples of questions asked at this stage: 
To whom is this a problem? 
Who benefits from the present arrangement? 
Who would be most affected by changes to the present system? 
What is the bottom line? 
What do you want to see changed? 
What should remain the same? 
The group root definition had been: The boarding-school is a place of holding in order 
for education to take place. For this holding to be successful the little children need an 
adult who closely resembles the concept of a goodenough mother, i.e. one who is 
constant, reliable, nurturant, aware of their developmental needs and able to provide 
enriching experiences. 
Structural changes, decided upon by the team, were made after each feedback session. 
These were evaluated at the next meeting. Any patterns which emerged from the style 
of implementation were reported to the group by the consultant. This provided an 
impetus towards procedural and attitudinal changes. The outcome was evaluated during 
the final two meetings, with agreement by consensus used as a measure for change. 
Outcome was measured both in structural changes which had taken place as well as 
attitudinal changes (cf.Checkland 1981). 
In line with systems thinking, themes within the larger system will reverberate within 
the smaller systems as all are connected. I.e. what happens to members of a family 
outside of the family affects relationships within the family, including factors such as 
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political instability, the message of the media etc. The school, a traditional liberal 
educational institution, could not remain unaffected by the global trends towards 
democratisation and the empowerment of the previously disfranchised as well as the 
instability in the country. During team meetings the difficulties which were experienced 
in the sub-system was often connected to patterns manifesting themselves outside of the 
system. E.g. the stressors which accompany change and the individual's response to 
such stress. 
The present study took place over ± eight months. This allowed the process to move 
through the stages of problem-solving (cf. Burden, 1978 and Bergan, 1982). However, 
it was felt that the intervention needed a final phase which would allow for the planning 
of realistic and feasible changes after the stage of assessment. This is in line with 
Checkland's (1981) model, which incorporates future planning in the final stage of his 
methodology. The team agreed that another six months of team work would have been 
desirable, but that feedback would have to be limited to one meeting and the follow-up 
report as the school counsellor and the consultant were both leaving. The fact that 
systemic problem-solving provides for such changes (Burden 1978, p.130 describes a 
similar process), can be regarded as a strength of the model. 
The intervention ended on a note of equifinality. A report was submitted to the school 
three months after the intervention to consolidate the findings and to provide the school 
with a working document to present to the governing body. 
A brief summary of the process 
The 1991 research attempted to highlight patterns of communication and support and to 
identify needs within these two areas. This was viewed as the preparatory stage to the 
intervention. 
The intervention itself formed the second stage. This consisted of a series of regular 
meetings, interspersed with observation visits to the boarding-school in order to assess 
potential areas for change as well as the impact of mutually agreed on interventions. 
Summative evaluation occurred during a final feedback session where: 
l. A summary was made of the changes which had taken place. 
2. The report of the outside expert was discussed. 
3. Future planning was outlined. 
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ANALYSIS 
The analysis emphasises rules and patterns. The formal rules are accepted, 
acknowledged rules which have been explicitly stated by the relevant persons. They are 
not necessarily written or official statements. Informal rules are usually unspoken, 
implicit asswnptions. , 
The following rules emerged from successive team meetings. An example of behaviour 
which underwrote the rule is provided in each case. 
TEAM MEETINGS 
Addendwn 1 gives a description of the final team meeting and the observation visits. It 
contains significant information on the process as well as the patterns of communication 
and problem-solving. The descriptions of the other team meetings are excluded for 
ethical reasons (related to the concerns of the school principal). 
Five meetings were held in the principal's office. Present at these m~etings were: the 
principal, head of boarders, child care worker, school counsellor and the consultant. The 
child care worker was included in the team from the second meeting onwards. The 
members of the system had not considered her inclusion as significant prior to the first 
meeting. She was included on request of the consultant. 
Formal (nomothetic) rules 
1. The principal had an open door policy. This was acknowledged and endorsed by 
the students, the teachers and the administrative and service staff. 
The team meetings were frequently interrupted. The secretary had free access and 
could enter with messages, for filing or with queries about topics related to general 
school business. The tea lady and stUdents entered without Ia:iocking. This made a 
focused discussion difficult and prevented any real grappling with the problem. It 
did allow for quick decision-making and no time was wasted on detail. However, 
this style lent itself to a false sense of democracy. Decisions which had not been 
fully negotiated at times led to resistance or resulted in practical problems which 
had not been thought through. 
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2. The principal and the head of boarders supported change and new ideas. Problems 
were resolved through change. 
They had both repeatedly committed themselves to change. This commitment. was 
reflected in their views on successful people within the system, as well as their 
preference for structural change as a response to difficulties. Moving furniture or 
pupils were a favoured·response. 
Change itself was a prominent feature of the principal's perception of her role in the 
school. She described a successful person within in the school as, inter alia, 
Teachers who are open to new ideas and who are prepared to try something 
and who offer to be involved. 
A successful day she described as, inter alia, one in which, 
A plan that includes change will have been accepted - questioned and 
accepted. 
Informal (idiographic) rules 
1. Short term planning was preferred to long term planning. 
The preference was for an immediate response to a prese!lting problem. This was 
referred to by the school· counsellor as "crisis management" (team meeting 4). Tiie 
adults involved with the children tended not to look for rules of behaviour, but 
were instead inclined to rush into action. Accordingly, most difficulties were 
viewed as indiVidual manifestations of personal problems and immediate structural 
changes were often regarded as the solution. 
2. The principal had full executive power and could take decisions without prior 
consultation. 
An example of this rule was highlighted in the final stages of the planned 
intervention. The principal appointed an assistant Without due consultation. The 
assistant did not comply with ·the criteria agreed to by the team. The reader is 
referred to addendum one (Meeting 5: the final meeting) for a description of this 
process. 
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It seems important to note that the appointment of an assistant to the donnitory had 
been prioritised by the team as the most important intervention which had to take 
place. Criteria for the appointment of such a person had been extensively debated 
and ~onsensus had been reached about the profile of such a person. This incident 
was reminiscent of therapy sessions in which the client or family presents a major 
rule at the end of a session or an intervention. This appointment characterised the 
problem-solving method used by the system. 
3. Informal procedures for communication took prevalence over formal, organised 
procedures. 
Information was often relayed through a structure similar to a bush telegraph, e.g. 
through chance meetings in the corridor. 
The child care worker was not informed about a child not returning to 
boarding-school as everybody "thought she knew". In another incident the 
consultant arrived for an interview with the assistant. The assistant was away on a 
camp. The head of boarders remarked: "I thought you knew". Team members often 
ended up with double-bookings due to commitments they "had not known about". 
4. Support was provided through professional alliance and was dependent on personal 
initiative. 
The principal and the head of boarders walked their dogs together and used this 
time to discuss matters in the boarding-school. This was arranged by the principal. 
S. Critical self-disclosure formed an integral part of the discussions during team 
meetings. 
This style was used by all the team members and was generally supported by the 
team. The principal had a management style characterised by transparency. She 
was open about her difficulties as well as her ideals. This style was matched by the 
head of boarders, the child care worker and the school counsellor to the extent that 
they were open about the difficulties which they were experiencing and the 
adaptations that they had to make. E.g. the head of boarders reflected that she was 
"trying too hard to please everybody". The principal did not attempt to gloss over 
difficulties and was never heard laying blame on her predecessor. 
6. Generalisations and the normalisation of behaviour were accepted forms of 
ascribing causality. 
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Rules affecting the children in the junior-primary section of the boarding-school:· 
Formal (nomothetic) rules 
l. Visits to other dormitories were prohibited. 
This was a traditional rule which had apparently been instated in response .to the 
fighting and rivalries which occurred between dormitories. 
2. Tuck could be eaten at all times. 
3. The reading of homework and bathing was compulsory. The younger members of 
the group were assisted with these tasks. The timing was flexible, as long as the 
tasks were completed before supper. 
4. Phone calls were allowed at all times. 
5. The dormitory had to be reasonably tidy (clothes had to be hung up after school 
and toys picked up before bedtime), but the head of boarders and the child care 
worker both supported the notion of "homeliness" rather than "institutionalised 
order" (interview, head of boarders). 
Informal (idiographic) rules 
1. The child care worker had no executive powers. Any changes which she wanted to 
implement were negotiated with the head of boarders or the principal. 
Simple changes, like moving the television, were first negotiated. 
2. Decisions affecting the child care worker could be taken autonomously by the head 
of boarders or the principal without prior consultation. 
The child care worker was not consulted on the appointment of assistants. She was 
dependent on hearsay for information on the movements of children and assistants. 
She seldom had factual information. 
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3. Difficulties in the boarding-school, e.g. enuresis, anorexia and suicide attempts, 
were treated as individual incidents. 
4. Generalisations and the normalisation of behaviour were acceptable fonns of 
ascribing causality. 
Disruptive behaviour was described in tenns of "trying out", "just being naughty" 
or "settling down". These concepts were used in reaction to e.g. the increase in 
crying after telephonic contact with a parent, the acknowledgement of depressive 
features in a child (pointed out by the consultant) or the increase in fighting 
following the introduction of a new assistant. 
5. The child care worker reacted to misdemeanours with verbal directions. These 
· usually carried messages of a moral and/or (Western) socialising culture. 
6. The head of boarders reacted to difficulties by imposing structural change. 
Following an increase in disruptive behaviour, the two oldest children were 
removed from the dormitory and placed in the playroom next door. The use of 
structural change as an intervention was supported by the child care worker who 
stated that the two oldest children did not get on well, and that this would be a 
means by which they would learn to accept each other (interview CW). 
7. The children reacted to change by being more disruptive. This was marked by an 
increase in the noise level and an increase in arguments, combined with a decrease 
in empathy and support for each other. This behaviour typically followed a change 
in assistants. 
8. Assistants were temporary. 
Four different assistants were employed during the eight months of the 
intervention. 
9. Anxieties and fears surfaced at night and over week-ends. 
The children became more demanding and cried more often and for longer periods 
at night. Enuresis was a common problem and increased over week-ends. 
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10. Contact with children outside the group was discouraged. 
Week-end activities were organised according to standards. As punishment for a 
misdemeanour a group of std. 5s had to take some of the junior~primary pupils for 
reading. 
11. As far as could be established, contact with parents was not visibly mediated. 
The main form of contact was through telephone calls. E.g at the outset the head of 
boarders and the matric girl annexed to the dormitory drew my. attention to the fact 
that no photographs of family members were displayed, but no measures were 
taken to intervene during the period of the intervention. 
12. Children tended to react to telep~onic contact with their parents with an increase in 
crying. A telephone call by an individual mother caused a ripple effect in the 
group, with a noticeable abreaction in the whole group. 
13. The Anglo-American culture was perceived by the children as the sanctioned 
culture. This probably reflected the background and interests of the adults. 
When the children were asked to name favourite stories and songs during the 1991 
needs analysis, they initially offered Anglo-American material, but on further 
questioning recited African songs, stories and games with enthusiasm. The African 
qiaterial was not mediated to the non-Xhosa speaking group. When the children 
were given the same task at the end of the 1992 ·intervention, they offered only 
Anglo-American material and denied having knowledge of African material, 
including those which they had presented in 1991. However, during an observation 
visit the Xhosa group was observed playing an African game which included 
singing. Non-Xhosa specikers attempted entry but were ousted by the group. 
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The categories overlap occasionally (e.g. two adults in one drawing), hence the numbers 
may add up to more than 14. 
1. Adults: An adult is included in 11 of the 14 drawings. 8 Are depicted as 
ineffective/distant/powerless and wiable to meet the needs of the children. The 
assistant, who was portrayed in 5 of the drawings, were drawn in a benevolent, but 
disempowered and distanced role ("not able to make proper contact11 , outside 
expert's report) . Another 5 drawings depicted adults as anxiety-provoking and/or 
threatening ( 4 as punitive/controlling, l as sarcastic). Only 1 adult is portrayed as 
"available for contact" (the outside expert's report, addendum 3). The adult is not 
connected to the boarding-school, but is a teacher in the school, possibly the child's 
school teacher. 
2. The presence of embellishment and elaboration usually indicates positive feelings 
and a desire to connect or interact. 11 Drawings located in the boarding-school (2) 
or the dormitory (6) (the rest appeared to be outside), showed scant.elaboration or 
embellishment. 2 Drawings showed elaboration and /or embellishment, 1 being in 
the classroom. Beds were depicted in 5 of the drawings and were typically the only 
feature which was drawn with attention to detail. 
3. 12 Drawings had clinical indicators of insecurity, isolation, helplessness and the 
absence of nurturance. The drawing of the child described as "a little horror ... a 
stirrer" (CW) and "they are being little horrors ... little A. especially is being a little 
horror" (SP), is commented on by the outside expert as; "clearly indicates sadness 
or depression". Just as disconcerting is the drawing which depicts the self as 
"extremely fragile ... The general feeling in relation to the self figure .. .is isolation 
and insecurity", with the suggestion "that the child does not feel that (even) the 
peer is strong enough to support her". This child was never mentioned during 
discussions and was, it seems, not picked up as either "naughty" or in distress. 
4. In 7 drawings the self was clearly isolated from the other figures. In 5 drawings the 
self is drawn next to a peer (1 in a conflictual situation), 2 Drawings showed the 
self next to an adult (1 in the classroom). In most cases the self was separated from 
the adult by a peer and/or multiple barriers. The adult depicted most often were the 
assistant. 
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A comparison of the 1991-1992 drawings 
1. Adults: Whereas adults were mostly absent in the 1991 analysis, the 1992 drawings 
depicted adults in most of the drawings. Although the adults were portrayed as 
either disempowered or threatening, this could indicate a shift towards greater 
awareness and contact. When the request for the drawings were made in 1991, a 
child remarked: "but there. are no grown-ups here". On clarification it transpired 
that the group as a whole did not view any adults as directly involved with them. 
This was not the case in 1992, when none of the children queried the request. It is 
interesting that many drawings depicted the assistant (benevolent, if 
disempowered), but none the child care worker. This was also the case in 1991. Is 
she not seen as part of the boarding-school? (The CW does not live in, but comes 
in every weekday afternoon from 12h00 until 18h30). This hypothesis 
unfortunately cannot be explored at this stage. 
2. Elaboration/embellishment: A lack of adornment and scant representation of detail 
was still typical of most of the drawings. The children thus do not seem to have 
shifted in their experience of the boarding-school as an unsympathetic structure. 
The drawings of their beds still reflected a positive connotation, but fewer drawings 
were placed inside the dormitory. This could indicate a shift "outwards". The child 
care worker supported this view, stating that the children did appear to be less 
dormitory bound during the day. This could indicate a shift towards greater security 
(i.e. they feel safer to move away from their beds), but the evidence is not 
sufficient to allow for the formation of a hypothesis. 
3. Isolation and absence ofnurturance: No difference. 
4. Peers and siblings: Peers are still the closest contacts. The abs.ence of siblings in the 
1992 drawings is noted. In the 1991 interview the children stated that when they 
were unhappy they would either "cry on my own" or go to a sibling. The 1992 
interview elicited a different response. None of the children gave this answer. All 
of them mentioned "telling" an adult. 
It thus seems as if some shift had occurred away from the peer group and/or siblings 
towards an adult and that this shift manifested itself through the (mere) presence of 
adults in the drawings. 
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PATTERNS 
The patterns under discussion do not form separate, mutually exclusive categories. They 
are connected, with features of one pattern informing another. E.g. the pattern of 
communication informs the pattern of support, which in tum, impacts on the pattern of 
isolation. 
Communication 
The communication of news 
The pattern was characterised by individual responsibility, informal procedure and 
flexibility. This seemed to reflect the principal's expressed commitment to a 
non-authoritative style and her preference for a structure which allows for flexibility 
and creativity. However, the lack of organised, consistent procedures for the 
dissemination of information possibly contributed towards the features of isolation and 
inadequate support which were experienced by the head of boarders, the child care 
worker, the school counsellor and the children. 
The communication of distress 
The adults in the boarding-school: Adults seemed to either contain their distress or to 
share it with a like-minded individual. All the adults gave the names of individuals 
whom they would speak to in response to the question, "If you were concerned about a 
specific pupil or a specific issue in the boarding-school, how would you normally 
address this concern?" (addendum two). 
The children: The children tended to act out distress. An increase in activity, 
disobedient behaviour, in-group jealousy and enuresis seemed to correlate with a 
stressful situation, including a change in their routine. The incidence of enuresis 
increased over we~k-ends. Midway through the intervention, the children seemed to 
become "worse". This was picked up by all the team members. The child care worker 
remarked, "there has been lots of changes, the atmosphere is more relaxed and then they 
become very naughty. They have become terrible lately." (taped conversation following 
the departure of an assistant, a change in supper time and the re-arrangement of the 
dormitory). This concern was reflected by the children who, in response to a question, 
remarked that "being stricter" would make things better for them (addendum one, 
observation visit 7). 
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Support 
Support was provided by personal alliances. Peers were the most important source of 
support. Thus a buddy-system was used by both the adults and the children to provide 
support. No formal planning was made to address support in times of stress. E.g. the 
fact that the children in the boarding-school were under stress due to the change in 
management and concomitant changes in their immediate and external environments, 
was not considered with the view of providing them with support over this period, e.g 
by emphasising non-negotiable (i.e. non-changeable) principles, providing regular 
feedback in terms of long-term planning etc. Thus the rule of an individually focused 
style was reinforced. 
The child care worker and the assistant were trusted to cope on their own. This 
contributed towards the open atmosphere in the dormitory, but added to their feelings of 
isolation. No structure (formal or informal) existed which provided either of them with 
a continuous source of support and contact. 
\ 
The children formed a cohesive group, but were isolated from the main group of 
boarders through physical structures and rules. Older children and siblings were not 
seen to provide support. Suppertime, which could have provided an experience of 
contact and support, followed the rule of limited contact and individual responsibility. 
(addendum one, observation visit 7). 
Contact with parents did not appear to be actively mediated and seemed to carry 
conflicting values; providing contact whilst at the same time creating distress. This 
contact thus could not provide the child with an inner experience of support. 
Isolation 
The school is situated in a residential suburb close to town. A theme which appears to 
be prevalent is that of isolation. 
a) Geographically and structurally: The school is situated off a main road, 
surrounded on the one side by a small forest (not accessible to the students for 
safety reasons), and on the othe~ sides by high walls. The school buildings are set 
back away from the entrance. The boarding school is situated on top of the school 
building (the school is on the ground level, the boarding-school forms a 






b) Socially: It is a church school. As such it has a chapel on the premises. The 
children thus do not form part of the surrounding congregation. The school is not 
placed in a "youthful" area, i.e. an area marked by the presence of students and 
student-related facilities. Shopping is done at a small local shopping centre, known 
for its German character (delicatessen, coffee shop, specialist gift shop) which does 
not reflect the interests of the children and could add to their sense of alienation. 
The boarders are not allowed to go to town. Contact with students from different, 
albeit similar, schools is not facilitated. 
c) Individual and across groups: Contact across groups of students within the 
boarding-school is discouraged. This is done throughformal rules, e.g. students are 
not allowed to visit in dormitories other than their own, formal arrangements, e.g. 
extra-mural activities (including week-end activities) are arranged according to 
standard of schooling. The latter also decides dormitory placement. The seating 
arrangement during meals reflects this isolation. Although mixed age-groups are 
seated at one table, the tables are long and the students are hierarchically placed 
from the highest standard to the lowest, effectively isolating the younger children at 
the bottom. The level of noise during meal-times limits communication to the 
nearest neighbours. 
d) Contact with indigenous story characters and themes were not actively mediated. 
As a metatheme this could be argued to isolate the child from its surrounding 
environment. In addition, Feuerstein (1991) points out that the mediation of culture 
is an important variable in the acquisition of learning skills. The demise of 
African/South-African material is probably related to the cultural backgrounds of 
the adults involved with the children. The appointment of British and American 
assistants and the English background of the child care worker, actively encouraged 
the acquisition of similar themes. It is not known to what extent this represents the 
aspirations of the governing body and/or the principal. 
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Problem-Solving 
Independent decision-making, the implementation of change, short-term planning and 
self-critical reflection seemed to be the basic rules which informed the pattern. These 
often interacted so that changes were implemented in reaction to a presenting problem 
without consultation with relevant others. This style prevented a problem being 
analysed for rules, and did not encourage a more informed response. Within the team 
this appeared to facilitate risk-taking, including the development of different strategies. 
The implementation of change per se created an interesting dynamic. a) The principal 
was appointed with the understanding that change would take place. 
b) All the key members had a belief system which included change as response to 
difficulties. 
c) Equifinality (openness to change) and the implementation of change was a root 
characteristic of the systems model. 
Plas (1986, p.112) warns against a rush for change. Reynolds (1982, p.843) writes, 
Change for its own sake does not necessarily lead to an improved school 
organisation with a heightened capacity to solve problems. School staffs must 
develop criteria for measuring and evaluating progress toward meeting short-range 
and long-range goals. Consultants should help staff members become more 
conscious and analytical of the change efforts they are making. (own emphasis) 
Checkland (1981, pp.165 & 178-179) warns against an "over-urgent desire for action", 
stating that, "rather the need is to use the systems model to open up debate about 
change ... [the question should be] "Why do this at all? rather than: Is this done well?"". 
It is this writer's contention that the system's willingness to change and to self-critically 
reflect on itself, combined with the way in which the systemic model directly addresses 
the manifestation and implementation of change, allowed this impasse to become not 
only a part of the analysis ("the problem"), but to play a crucial role in the development 




RULES AND PATTERNS 
Positive connotation 
The system was. previously perceived as rigid and bureaucratic with a strong 
hierarchical component which allowed limited contact across boundaries. The 
open-door policy allowed for contact across boundaries with the principal presented as 
an active link in the system and not as an isolated sub-system. She implemented this 
policy democratically and with no obvious preference for. high status members, thus 
actively demonstrating her strongly-held liberal principles. 
The open-door policy had a welcoming effect and conveyed the message that 
difficulties could be discussed freely. 
Individual decision-making was encouraged. This allowed for freedom of movement 
and had the potential to encourage lateral thinking. 
The self-critical style facilitated learning and open discussion. An exception to this rule 
seemed to be the topic of admittance of small children to the boarding-school. 




Despite the levelling and democratising effect of the open-door policy, the 
principal often reacted autonomously, thus conveying a conflicting message. 
The frequent interruptions contradicted the message of openness and respect as 
they prevented a sustained focus on the issue at hand. The SC specifically stated 
that she experienced this policy as stressful and at times counterproductive. 
The informal manner of disseminating information often resulted in information 
not reaching everybody concerned and this added to the isolation of disempowered 
members. 
* Disempowered persons, e.g. the children, the child care worker and the newly 





The lack of formal problem-solving sessions encouraged the use of short term, 
often unnegotiated solutions. Thus long term decision-making, which could address 
the pattern of behaviour rather than its individual manifestation and which could 
allow for a more informed response, was not encouraged. This added stress to the 
decision-taking process. 
The principal's openness to change, combined with the general acceptance by team 
members that change to the system was desirable, led to the use of change per se as 
a response to difficulties. Thus problematic issues were often not adequately 
debated, but rather responded to with a rush for change. This contributed to the 
stress associated with short-term changes which do not lead to the empowerment of 
the persons involved, but adds to an existing task load. 
Dealing with children having difficulties - a summary 
Three main strategies were noticed: 
1. Normalising and generalising behaviour. 
2. Structural changes. 
3. Short term solutions. No long term, informed strategies seemed to exist to address 
problems like enuresis, depression and the abreaction following a change in 
assistants. 
A discussion of the implications of the strategies 
It is this writer's opinion that the absence of an informed style, which does not allow for 
an understanding which facilitates greater potency, formed the basis of the child care 
worker's disempowered position. Although hers is a style which is marked by a 
respectful and kind attitude towards each child, it is not sufficiently informed to deal 
with more complex situational needs. 
Structural change as a problem-solving method and the implementation of short-term 
solutions carried with them the same dilemmas mentioned above. Although it appeared 
that an immediate response was made to difficulties, the responses were not based on a 
reflective, informed approach which could address the roots of the problem. E.g. if the 
children tended to become disruptive with a change in assistants, i.e. if this behaviour 
formed a pattern, then the rule regarding the appointment of assistants should be 
addressed. 
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The use of change as a problem-solving method could add to the children's distress as 
this provided them with additional experiences of interrupted relationships at a 
developmental stage when bonding should still be taking place (Bowlby 1973).) 
Not acting on information of distress seemed to be fourth option. Thus it was common 
knowledge that telephonic contact increased the distress in the child as well as in the 
group. However, this was ·not acted on. Not acting on this news could possibly be 
related to theme interference or a lack of appropriate skills (Conoley and Conoley, 
1990). E.g. a hypothesis could be that the child care worker was using generiilities to 
cope with her own distress about the children and in lieu of more informed responses, 
which she had not been exposed to. She repeatedly stated, "You feel for them, shame, 
they still need their mothers, you know" (taped conversation) and "I think they are so 
young and so far from their mothers which is really sad." (written statement in answer 
to question 9, see addendum two). She responded with enthusiasm to demonstrations of 
a more informed approach by the consultant. 
It was also noted that, although it was common knowledge that parents were not 
included in the children's prayers, and concern was expressed about this by HB, CW 
and the assistant, no attempt was made to address this with the children. 
Ghosts: 
The lack of commitment to the presence of these children in the boarding-school and 
the emotional implications of their early separation from their families, were freely 
discussed by the boarding-school staff and the school counsellor who seemed to be in 
agreement. However, it appeared to be a sensitive matter to the principal and was 
accordingly treated like confidential information. I.e. it was regularly brought to my 
attention in a private, confidential tone. The issue was never raised by them in the 
presence of the principal. 
, I 
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The African culture was acknowledged by the children in an exclusive group, which 
excluded children from a White English background. The Black children denied 
knowledge of indigenous material in a formal session, i.e. when the information was 
requested.and placed on tape, but acted out a Xhosa game informally in the presence of 
the same interviewer. It is hypothesised that they thus demarcated the boundaries 
between what was perceived to be the system's cultural preference and the African 
background, which was not perceived to be sanctioned and given official status by the 
system. Excluding members from a different background could indicate a defence 
against a perceived threat. It is possible that this incident could contribute towards an 
understanding of the pattern of racism which is experienced within the system. 
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OBSERVABLE CHANGES 
The aim of a c~ange was to interrupt a pattern, to enhance the problem-solving capacity 
of the consultees, to affect attitudes towards problems and children's' behaviour and to 
"facilitate ongoing organizational analysis and renewal" (Conoley and Conoley 1990, 
p.92). 
Changes which would affect the patterns of problem-solving and isolation were sought 
in order to assist with the above-mentioned processes. 
Structural changes 
Changes which have been implemented and were perceived to· be successful 
1. Regular case discussions: 
Prior to the intervention no structure existed whereby the adults involved with the 
children could address specific concerns about individual children or events in the 
boarding-school. After the third meeting it was decided that a regular meeting, where 
specific concerns could be discussed, was desirable and feasible. The child care worker 
suggested that the head of the junior-primary department in the school be invited to join 
this group, as she had relevant skills in the field and knew the children. The team 
supported this decision. 
Subsequently regular meetings have been held on a Friday afternoon. Both HB and CW 
stated that they found this arrangement helpful and supportive. CW wrote, " I find X 
(head of the junior-primary department) helpful because she has the experience -
knowledge to deal with these little ones if it is serious" (addendum two, answer to 
question 6). The case discussions thus have the potential to affect the adults' 
problem-solving skills and their attitudes towards children's' behaviour. Regular 
discussion could also facilitate improved communication (being a regular forum for 
meeting and discussion) and could lessen the isolation and feelings of disempowerment 
of the child care worker. 
CW appeared progressively more relaxed and open and seemed less isolated and more 
empowered. At the beginning of the year she appeared to be very lonely and 
unconnected. She never volunteered information, and had a demeanour which could 
best be described as apologetic. 
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The intervention highlighted the marginalised position of the child care worker. 
Previous to the intervention she had rarely been consulted on or informed of issues 
concerning the children in the dormitory and seemed to have adopted a laissez-faire 
approach which manifested itself during the initial stages of the intervention. Apart 
from the individual interview, time was spent bonding with her during the observation 
visits. This appeared to be sufficient to engage the child care worker to the process. 
Trust and reliability seems to have been important variables in the engagement of the 
child care worker. Conoley and Conoley (1990, p.89) support this position, commenting 
that "Would-be consultants must convey their commitment to confidentiality by words 
and actions. After a significant period of time teachers learn to trust or not". 
2. Suppertime: For description of the evening meal, see addendum one (observation 7). 
2.1. Table arrangements: Seating was previously arranged hierarchically according to 
standard. A matric girl was seated at the end of the table, followed by std. 9s, then std. 
8s etc. Hence the youngest children were isolated at the bottom-end of the table. Seating 
had now been changed so that a senior pupil (std.9) were seated at each end of the table. 
SP and HB report that the "children are very happy about it. As a matter of fact some 
extra changes were made". The matrics are now seated on their own; a request they 
made and which SP and HB think might contribute towards some group cohesion and 
lessen some of the racial tension as it provided them with a regular opportunity to be 
together as a group. (Matrics were separated in the boarding-school, each pupil 
occupying a single room annexed to a dormitory. This arrangement was seen as a factor 
which contributed towards the lack of camaraderie and overt racism amongst them). 
2.2. The evening meal was moved forward with 30 minutes. This provided time for 
reading and winding-down before bedtime. It allowed for the HB to say goodnight to 
the girls and to end the day with a closing ritual. 
3. It was agreed that the du.ties of the matric girl annexed to the dormitory should be 
curtailed. Rather than having to take up the role of mother at night, she should be given 
tasks appropriate to an older sister, e.g. playing a game, reading a story or plaiting hair. 
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Changes which have not been resolved satisfactorily 
1. The appointment of a permanent assistant still posed a difficulty. The importance of a 
long-term appointment was highlighted as the continuously changing nature of the 
present arrangement did not allow the children opportunities for bonding and security. It 
is a personal hypothesis that the continuously changing assistants added to the 
institutionalising effects of the boarding-school which could be seen in the behaviour of 
the girls. They clung to any adult who entered the dormitory, acting in an over-familiar, 
over-stimulated way. 
2. The week-end program. Activities were still divided according to age-groups. The 
possibility that this added to the pattern of isolation was discussed by the team. It was 
agreed that across-dormitory activities were desirable and feasible. 
3. Structural changes to the dormitory evolved out of the meetings between HB and 
CW: 
E.g. The two senior pupils (std.2) were moved out of the dormitory to the t.v. room. 
Apparently they were "very happy" with this move. The corridor in front of this area 
was changed to a t.v. area. However, conflict between the two girls emerged quickly. 
They had a history of conflict prior to the intervention. 
This example highlighted the pattern of problem-solving, which emphasised continuous 
change as a resolution, albeit temporary, of presenting problems. The difference 
between a structural intervention which addresses a pattern and a structural change 
which confirms a pattern, can be seen in a comparison between the problematic 
interventions and the ones which were deemed successful. 
Comment: 
The rigid boundaries within the system contributed to the patterns of isolation and 
fragmented communication. Changes which could affect interaction across the different 
age groups were sought. Changing the seating at supper time was seen as one 
intervention which could affect these patterns. Week-end activities were seen as 
another. These changes are probably not sufficient in themselves to affect real change, 
but should be viewed as precursors to a change in perception and thus planning of 
future formal arrangements. 
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The time allowed for a bedtime ritual was seen as one way to increase contact between 
HB and the children. The ritual could also provide the children with a regular, 
structured experience which could address some of their needs for support and contact. 
HB was perceived by the children as powerful, but distant and threatening. A 
hypothesis was that a change in the perception of adults as either powerful and 
threatening or non-threatening but disempowered, could address the above-mentioned 
needs. The team agreed tliat HB had sufficient skills and experience to facilitate a 
positive experience, but that the demands of the position and her newness to th~ system 
had prevented regular, planned interaction with these children. 
Changes in attitudes/ perceptions 
It is nearly impossible to connect changes in attitude directly to the intervention. The 
period of the intervention correlated with the increasing familiarisation of the school 
principal and the head of boarders with the system itself and coincided with cganges 
taking place within the school system. Increased familiarisation and changes occurring 
outside of the intervention probably contributed to a decrease in specific areas of stress 
and feelings of isolation. This reservation should be kept in mind in the assessment of 
attitudinal changes. 
It was agreed by the team that change had occurred within the group. All the members 
stated that they felt more empowered (including selfl) and more supported. "I'm not 
desperate that things can't go wrong. I'm not only establishing problems, I ask, open up 
and talk to others .. .! also don't feel as dependent on my own resources any longer" (SP). 
The team agreed that the pattern of support affecting them had improved. This resulted 
in the team memb~rs feeling less isolated. The team meetings themselves obviously 
contributed towards the change in the patterns. However, all the members stated that 
they now spoke more regularly and more often about matters in the boarding-school, in 
addition to the meetings and the regular case discussions. It can be stated that a rule of 
discussion was being formed. This, in tum, allowed more opportunities for contact and 
communication 
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The team members also agreed that the intervention had impacted on the way problems 
were viewed and handled within the boarding-school. Two patterns were noticeable: 
1) The style of the meetings had changed: When the intervention started the group 
process was marked by the consultant and school principal taking up leadership 
positions. This changed markedly in time, with the other members contributing more 
and more. Towards the end it was noticeable that the consultant was being used mostly 
as a source of reference after an agreement had been reached by the team. The process 
had become increasingly democratic. 
2) The focus was shifting from the individual to the rule. This took a surprisingly long 
time. It was only towards the end that statements were made which reflected this shift. 
E.g. SC stated during the fourth meeting that fragmentation tends be the rule, "this place 
tends to fragment." SP agreed. When asked what would help the process of bonding and 
consolidation, SC suggested long-term planning. HB agreed, stating that "the general 
relaxation has caused problems ... even the matrics are now keen to stick to old rules". 
"In the end it becomes that kids also can't handle change. They just frighten". 
The discussion then focused on the issue of continuous changes as a stressor. During 
this debate HB raised the issue of the boarding-school as a place of custody, which SP 
strongly denied. A discussion of individual root definitions (presented as "a definition 
of what the primary task of the boarding-school should be") ensued. This appeared to 
play a constructive role, consolidating the group and allowing the SP to express her 
concerns about the increasing number of children in the boarding-school with unstable 
family backgrounds . 
The children: The team agreed that some individual children were better - but some 
were worse! We agreed that it was probably too early to assess for difference, as the 
agreed to interventions, of which the appointment of a full-time Black assistant was 
regarded as the most important, had not been implemented fully. The regular case 
discussions had been implemented for too short a period to allow for meaningful 
evaluation. 
The children's' drawings suggested a shift in the perception of adults in the 
boarding-school. Whereas adults were previously (1991) regarded as absent, the 
children at the end of 1992 seemed more aware of the adults in the boarding-school. 
Contact with adults was apparently more conscious. However this contact was still 
experienced as punitive and/or inadequate. · 
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THE PROCESS 
Criteria for the evaluation 
Tingstrom et al (1990) refer to the research on successful consultation relationships. 
According to them, consultation as a social interaction require collaboration, 
collegiality, limited resistance, influence power and the acceptance of the recommen-
dations to succeed. To this is added commitment to the process. 
Evaluation of the process 
Collaboration, collegiality, referent power and the acceptance of recommendations: 
These criteria were viewed as reciprocally influential. Hence referent power (i.e. the 
influence exerted when one individual or group can identify with another) was probably 
an important variable in the manifestation of collaboration and · collegiality and the 
acceptance of recommendations. The principal, the school counsellor and the consultant 
had shared experiences; they had attended the same university, had taken similar 
courses, had a teaching background within similar systems (the consultant had 
previously been a teacher at a private church school), and fell within similar age groups 
- the consultant bridging the younger (school counsellor's) and the older (principal's). 
Limited referent power was experienced in relation to the head of boarders and the child 
care worker. This probably constituted a factor of resistance. The consultant attempted 
to overcome this resistance with the use of expert power and the use of therapeutic 
alliance skills. The use of listening skills was experienced as influential, specifically 
with the child care worker. 
Commitment, the acceptance of recommendations and expert power: 
Commitment to the process was seen to be affected by the following factors: 
The focus of the intervention: The selection of the youngest group was the choice of the 
consultant. The system members were not initially committed to this group. However, 
the team met consistently and the recommendations were generally accepted. It is 
debatable whether the changes which had not been implemented fully, reflected 
resistance related to the choice of the sub-system. 
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Unfamiliarity with the model of systemic problem-solving was viewed as an important 
factor which affected expert power. The team knew that the intervention also functioned 
as a pilot study for the consultant. Transparency and democracy (i.e. the facilitation of 
maximum input by all team members, combined with the use of critical self-reflection) 
seemed crucial to the continued commitment and the limitation of resistance. 
The use of expert power in the field of child development was seen to assist the 
acceptance of recommendations and contributed towards the commitment of the child 
care worker. 
The influence of prior expectations 
The 19_91 needs analysis affected commitment in an unforeseen way. The 1991 study 
took two weeks to complete. This resulted in the wispoken assumption that the present 
intervention would also require a short period of time to affect major areas of concern. 
Connected to this was the assumption that changing structures would be sufficient to 
bring about the desired results. These concerns emerged during the third meeting and 
were regarded as contributing towards resistance. 
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FUTURE IMPLICATIONS 
It was agreed that a report would be sent as follow-up and that the report would be 
discussed with the governing body. The report, the appointment of a permanent child 
care assistant and the continuation of the case discussion meetings were seen as 
important factors which should affect the long-term management of the children. 
The report contained four recommendations: 
1. Long term planning re the viability of admitting children under the age of nine to the 
boarding-school. It was recommended that a sub-committee be appointed to research 
the implications and viability of the present policy. 
Comment: 
If the argument of systemic thinking holds true, then the changes which have been 
experienced by the adults should in time be reflected by the children. This is, of course, 
given the proviso that the changes remain constant over time and form an alternative 
pattern. 
2. If the governing-body decides that this age-group should stay, the appointment of a 
permanent assistant or care worker who meets the criteria set out by the team, becomes 
essential. Such a person should be encouraged and provided with the resources to attend 
the workshops run for child care workers by the Child Welfare Organisation. 
3. The continuation of the regular case discussions is important. These should include a 
focus on patterns. The contributions of outside experts from time to time should be 
encouraged to facilitate growth and learning. 
4. Telephone calls should be monitored and if necessary time limits should be placed on 
them. Follow-up after a parental call is advised. This could be done by the child care 
worker or the assistant and need not take up more than 5 - 10 minutes. Examples of 
listening and comforting behaviour were given. 
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LIMITATIONS 
The present study was undertaken as a pilot study and attempted to incorporate the main 
features of the problem-solving models which have been described. It had some 
important limitations and thus can not claim to be a flawless representation of the 
systemic problem-solving model. The following factors were perceived to have limited 
the full exploration of the model: 
1. Team efficacy: 
Although a team was formed for the purpose of the intervention, the consultant 
often felt herself as well as the other members to be operating as individuals. 
Hypotheses in this regard include: 
a) The low status of the consultant (an unpaid student) affected commitment to the 
intervention model. 
b) The unfamiliarity of the model to all concerned affecting the commitment of the 
team and resulting in a learning curve, which meant that the model only started 
operating smoothly midway through the intervention. 
c) Key members from within the system were not only new to each other, but also 
to the system. Thus they had not adequately bonded and identified themselves 
within the system, but were often still functioning with reference to outside 
systems~ 
2. Commitment of key members: 
The head of boarders' recent entry into the system necessitated an initial stage of 
entry, preventing a focus on a small subsection of the system as she was still 
familiarising herself with her environment. 
Her "willingness to please everybody" linked to a desire "not to be seen as another 
miss X" (self-critical statement made dUring a team discussion - miss X was her 
predecessor, who was asked to leave after the 1991 analysis highlighted her 
negative interaction with the children), resulted in an overload. The intervention 
was thus initially viewed by her as a stressor. 
With hindsight it seems clear that a person who is newly appointed in a central role 
should have time to orientate herself before an intervention of this nature is 
implemented. The team decided that six months to a year would probably have 
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been sufficient for such an orientation. 
Consultancy, unlike traditional therapy, cannot rely on transference to assist the 
co~tment of the client to the process, but has to depend largely on expert power 
or referent power for continued commitment to the process. 
3. The influence of a time restraint: 
Although some brief interventions are mentioned, both Burden (1978) and 
Checkland (1981) emphasise the importance of an involvement which allows the 
intervention to reflect on itself and to adjust accordingly, allowing for the feature of 
equifinalty to become established as a (new) characteristic of the system. The time 
restraint allowed for an evaluation and a brief reflection on the patterns within the 
system. It did not allow for the recommended changes to be implemented, 
monitored and assessed by the team. Follow-up was thus limited and incomplete. 
4. The influence of positivist training: 
Unfamiliarity with systemic problem-solving and a training steeped in the scientific 
model, resulted in a fear of a lack of information and a distrust of the model. Too 
much information was collected. The intervention seems overloaded with data on 
single patterns. Exposure to the model suggests that the process model does not 
need as much collaborative factual, detailed data as was gathered. The strength of 
the model lies in the presence of systemic patterns within component parts. E.g. the 
observation visits could have been limited to three ( supper time, bed time and one 
afternoon visit) and the data from the children limited to the drawings. It was 
interesting to note that a specific event, e.g. supper or the appointment of an 
assistant, could reflect the major patterns. 
5. Consultancy skills: 
The problem-solving model required a combination of therapeutic skills and 
consultancy skills: it was thus not the one or the other, but a skilful combination of 
both which needed to be mastered in time. · 
The process thus was a process of learning, not only for the members from the 
school, but also for the consultant. Burden (1981) warns against the difficulties 
associated with trainees. It is this writer's contention that the recommendation that a 
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novice should be coupled with someone experienced in this type of consultancy 
was not sufficiently negotiated at the initiation of the project. 
With hindsight it is felt that focusing on root definitions earlier on in the 
intervention would have increased the impact of the process. The introduction of 
root definitions into the process not only allowed differences in commitment levels 




The value of systemic problem-solving seems to lie in its ability to generate the type of 
question which allows the system to reflect on itself without necessarily highlighting the 
contribution of individual members. In this intervention it became clear that the team 
morale provided support during the process of analysis and intervention and facilitated 
the empowerment of the child care worker. The model seemed to enhance the 
problem-solving skills of the team. It actively demonstrated the democratic process, 
facilitated more incisive analytical thinking and had a propensity for long term 
solutions. 
The use of root definitions were found to be specifically valuable. The members of the 
system were required to describe the ideal task of the boarding-school, employing verbs 
to do so. These actions were compared to the existing conditions. This process allowed 
individual difference to surface (differences which have often been implicit, rather than 
explicit). The task of enumeration stimulated the initiative; participants apparently felt 
sufficiently safe to differ. 
The model requires the inclusion of relatively subjective categories. Comparing the 
difficulties which the system was experiencing to some of the political and 
philosophical patterns outside of the system showed a connection, not only between the 
sub-system under analysis and the team members, but also allowed for appropriate 
strategies to be formulated. The impact of the instability and multiple changes 
manifesting themselves "out there" could be compared to the impact of a similar process 
"in here". Hence the political Zeitgeist was used as a metaphor for the system. 
To the consultant an important learning process was the focus on rules and patterns 
within a system as opposed to an individual. At times this resulted in internal conflict as 
the consultant had to trust that the changes which were generated would be sufficient to 
not only identify individual children in distress, but to improve the skills appropriate to 
intervention. The focus on patterns facilitated recursive thinking and a focus away from 
the individual towards groups. The focus affected the types of questions which were 
raised. These reflected systemic problems rather than personal problems. As such the 
focus resulted in an alternative way of viewing and addressing problems. The latter 
seems to be an important contribution that systemic problem-solving as a consultancy 
model can make to the field of educational psychology. 
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Conoley and Conoley (1990, p.100) write, 
The key to consultation success is an awareness by all adults in children's 
environments that children's problems are at least partially maintained by the 
actions of adults. If children's difficulties are seen as signs of individual pathology, 
then consultation is only of limited usefulness. In contrast, if adults believe that 
settings are part of the problem, then consultative work is the most-valued service. 
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A narrative style is used to describe the meetings. Thus personal, subjective 
observations are included which attempt to describe the meetings and the observation 
visits from the consultant's perspective. This is in line with system's thinking which 
strives to make point of view explicit in the belief that the each interventionist has a set 
of values and it serves the interest of the clients for the interventionist to be honest to 
herself about these. I.e. the interventionist's values are not explicitly brought into the 
process, but she herself should be explicitly aware of them. The community psychology 
paradigm supports this view, arguing that the pretence of a value-free intervention 
allows for hidden agendas to contaminate the intervention (Donohue et al, 1984). 
Team meetings: 
Meeting 5: The final meeting: 
HB reports back on the visit to the neighbourhood boarding-school. She expresses her 
appreciation and enjoyment, stating, "if he (HB) can survive so well after ten years, I 
suppose there is hope for me!" Again I notice the need for an appropriate forum for 
discussion and support. 
We discuss the appointment of the assistant to the dormitory. SP had the previous week 
appointed a young, Xhosa-speaking woman. Apparently her uncle had phoned, looking 
for employment for his niece. SP immediately offered the job of assistant to CW, albeit 
for a trial period. She had not conferred with any of the team members. The assistant 
did not speak English and was unable to work over week-ends. Her appointment was 
most probably temporary. I am reminded of therapy sessions in which the client or 
family presents a major rule at the end of a session or an interview. This appointment 
more or less sums up the problem-solving method used by the system. 
We look at the positives: She seems empathic, dignified and can assert herself with the 
children. She has an indigenous background. She bonded easily (I point out that the 
children bond "over-easily as it is"). She seems to enjoy assisting with the physical 
tasks like bathing them and plaiting their hair. 
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We recap: The team had agreed on the criteria for an assistant. These were: an older 
empowered woman, who would be able to mediate the African culture, have authority 
in the boarding-school in general and be available over week-ends. It was assumed that 
such a person should be able to speak English. I remind the team of the root definition 
of a goodenough mother and SP of her statement, 
We need a Black mother who can drive, whose babies they are. I need to find that 
person who can look outside of her duty of looking after them and who can phone 
and organise friends and activities. 
We agree: the assistant's youth and lack of command of English (she speaks Afrikaans 
and Xhosa) will probably prevent her from carrying authority within the 
boarding-school. The fact that she does not speak English will contribute towards the 
isolation of the non-Xhosa speaking group (a minority group) and might add to the 
existing problem of racism. The fact that the assistant is not available over week-ends 
continues the initial problem of the children who were "motherless" over week-ends. It 
also adds to their experience of interrupted care-taking. 
HB states that the fact the assistant does not speak English could be used to facilitate 
the learning of Xhosa in the English-speaking group. This group, despite being a 
minority group, has strangely resisted the acquirement of Xhosa. 
We agree: 
1. The assistant to remain until the end of the year. Her position will then be 
re-evaluated by the team (without the consultant). 
2. HB and CW to actively motivate and mediate the inclusion of minority members. 
CW suggests setting up a roster for bath times (previo~ly bath times were not 
arranged formally), which could be purposefully multiracial, using age as a 
criterion. They will encourage the assistant to include minority-members at other 
times and will monitor this. 
3. The use of "affirmative action" to be monitored and evaluated. Does it have 
potential to be generalise beyond this group? 
I recap the changes which have taken place and give a summary of the patterns. In light 
of the above-mentioned incident these seem even more poignant and real. 
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The atmosphere feels close and warm. I realise that the principal is vulnerable and has, 
because of her position, been more exposed than the rest of us, but that she must (I 
hope) experience our support of her and admiration for her openness and willingness to 
risk as well as her ability to accept criticism. 
We agree: 
1. I will send a report within ± three months time. The report will be presented to the 
governing body by the principal. 
2. The most change has occurred within the group. All members state that they feel 
more empowered (including self!) and more supported. "I'm not desperate that 
things can't go wrong. I'm not only establishing problems, I ask, open up and talk 
to other .. .! also don't feel as dependent on my own resources any longer" (SP). 
3. Some individual children are better - but some are worse! We agree that it is 
probably too early to assess for difference as the agreed to intervention, of which 
the appointment of a full-time Black assistant is the most important one, has not 
been implemented fully. Other interventions, e.g. the regular case discussions, have 
not been running long enough to allow for meaningful evaluation. 
4. The intervention has impacted on the way problems are viewed and handled within 
the boarding-school. 
They invite me to the end of the year function and I gratefully accept. 
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OBSERVATION VISITS 
Visit 1. A brief visit to make contact with the child care worker. CW evasive. Difficult 
to engage with her. CW agrees to write biographical particulars of boarders next to their 
names. 
Go to pick up list 1 week later. CW ."forgot" to do list. "Forgets again" the next week. 
Make appointment to see her on her own about her boarders. 
Visit 2. Meeting with CW. We are surrounded by children who come and go and who 
provide continuous interruptions. CW: Initially evasive and defensive. Describes 
boarders and problems in vague generalised terms. Slowly she opens up as I listen 
emphatically. I pick up that she is rather isolated and lonely (depressed?). By the 
children's reactions to her I also notice that she is a central "rock" figure to many. They 
come with small complaints and bits of information; all of which she responds to in a 
seemingly appropriate manner (kind, but not over-involved). Some come for brief hugs. 
She clearly has favourites, also amongst the "New South-Africans" (her term) and tends 
to favour conformity and neatness. After± I hour she is "skindering" and reluctant for 
me to leave. 
Visit 3. CW and some of the girls: CW shows the same diffidence when she sees me, 
but is friendly when she points me to their dormitory. On leaving she is eager to chat 
and renew contact. Again seems hesitant for me to leave - as if she wanted to chat a bit 
more. 
The girls are open and eager to communicate - and quick to complain about how the 
"hate boarding-school and miss home". But their parents say it is "for their own good" 
This stated mockingly. One girl (D> appears sad and expresses feeling neglected ("over 
the week-end my father just watches cricket and my mother works"). A Sotho girl has 
difficulty understanding my English and the Zambian girl (fluent and erudite) interprets 
for her and seems to take the English girl under her wing. According to them frienships 
are largely determined by standard. Their sleeping arrangements do not reflect these 
but at this stage seem arbitrary. A Sterkspruit group seems to exist: of sisters and 
cousins. L, like last year, appears to be pale and left out. They all eat tuck (chocolates) 
and a few watch the newly installed t.v. I do not ask, but CW volunteers that she will 
monitor their watching (thinking I will be critical?). The girls spontaneously disappear 
in small groups to go and play. L. hangs around CW. 
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Visit 4.(7/5): K., a primary school teacher on a year's visit from Britain, is listening to 
the children's reading. They appear keen to share this with her. She is friendly and open; 
she approached SP about a teaching job and was offered this position: weekdays from 4 
- 8, being involved with their homework, specifically listening to their reading. I again 
realize that CW. did not offer this information to me. Supper time has been changed to 
18h00 (from 18h30). This means that the "little ones" now have 30 min. to play after 
supper+ time for a story. I take note of the relaxed atmosphere: CW is sorting out the 
washing, some girls are having a bath, doing their own thing (singing, laughing, in 
charge of own baths). As before they continue to "pop in" with CW. 
I speak to S., the matric who has been in the room annexed to their dormitory for 2 
years; "nobody else wanted to". Her duties include getting up for them at night when 
sick, having nightmares or wetting their beds (3 still do ). She tells me about the new 
girl, whose father has custody and who brought her in with girlfriend. She thinks the 
new girl has fitted in easily, unlike L.(a weekly boarder) who still cries, often 
hysterically ("last time for 1.30 hours) when her parents leave on a Sunday. She cries 
"Mommy, tell me that you love me, please tell me that you love me" "even after her 
mother has given her a hiding for crying so much". When I mention this to CW she 
states that probably L is spoilt, as her parents come and visit her during the week (at 
which L appears with sweets and new school shoes which father has just brought. She 
looks pleased and smiling for the first time since I have seen her. (They hav'nt forgotten 
about her, still love her?) CW repeatedly states, every time I see her that "shame, it 
must be hard/terrible for them, I don't think it is right you know". This becomes a 
refrain, echoed by S., K., the teachers on week-end duty and the matron. Interestingly, 
both CW and the teacher on week-end duty, feel that it is as bad for the most senior 
students, who have been here for a long time. "They become resentful and bitter, this is 
the only lives they have; here". 
CW seems keen to chat and not eager for me to go, as if she enjoys the opportunity to 
talk about her duties and difficulties, but I remain aware of how difficult it is to get 
factual information from her. 
Impressions: Relaxed atmosphere. Dormitories are casual, friendly /untidy (not chaotic), 
chidren seem free to come and go when no structured activity is planned. THe little 
children are always eating! They seem to have an endless supply of tuck (also just 
before supper) 
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The boundaries between the groups: I have never seen across-dorm interaction. I am 
• 
aware that some of the girls have older sibs, I have only noticed interaction on one 
occassion, when an older sib briefly came into the dorm to rely some information to her 
sister. This interaction lasted no more than 30 sec.~ was done sotto yoce. 
Every senior person and teacher has mentioned racism in the first 5 minutes that I have 
spoken to them, despite the fact that I never mentioned the topic: I ask about changes, 
and specifically those affecting the youngest group; they offer the issue of racism 
amongst the seniors, whith Black students ostracising and humuliating Whites. 
A Black student offers that we regard "an injury to one (Black) as an injury to all". 
According to the White students it is impossible to enter their ranks, and if a Black 
attempts friendship with a White, she is accused of "sucking up". Most agree with the 
statement that this has become worse since the previous HB has left. 
Comment: There is not a single Black adult in a status position (only cleaners). Even 
the Xhosa teacher is White. What would the effect of Black adults in a supervisory/ 
authority position be on the polarisation? 
- CW, K. and S. leave over week-ends, leaving the pre-primary group to a large extent 
"motherless". Could the possibility of a Black week-end mother be explored? Such a 
person could provide some Black authority as well as faciltating some African culture 
(Could she introduce ethnic songs to all the junior pupils?) It is noted that all culture is 
strongly European; reinforced by the British K. and and American teacher who is in 
charge of the "language enrichment" of the Black students. 
It is noted that the seperation of students by age in the dormitories encourages cliques 
and isolation and does not reflect a natural system. The isolation of the pre-primary 
group is noticable, With the only noticable contact up to this stage being with S. and the 
cw. 
Visit 5 (8/5): A Friday evening. The pre-primary and sub.A's are delighted to see me. 
They hang around me, even missing out on McGyver. They show the familiarity one 
finds with children in children's homes; hanging on to me, holding my hands, wanting 
to sit on my lap. Y. confides that her real name is is a Xhosa one and asks me to call her 
that. Q. has me practice clicks. They follow me around and when I leave say "Oh no", 
but quickly accept my temporariness - reminding me of behaviour typical of children 
with weak maternal relationships. The new girl, who was apparently well-adjusted 
reveal psychosomatic complaints; initially she complains of a headache, then 
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tummy-ache then a sore throat. She shows me the Mother's day card that she has made. 
A brief visit to McGyver reveal the teacher's laps overflowing with the sub.B,s and 
std.l's. They vie for these places, pushing off rivals. 
Visit 6 (915): The new girl's father was supposed to fetch her on 8/5 at 7h30. He phoned 
to change the time to 915 at 7h30. She got up at 7h00 to prepare. Apparently he arrived 
at 10h30. 
Comment: The use of boarding school as place of custody. Could regular "case-studies" 
facilitate the management of distressed individuals? (Note L.'s behaviour which has 
been labelled as "ag, that's just L., ag shame"). 
The teacher in charge was not aware of any mishaps the previously night. the group 
informed me that the trio of N., Q. and M. "all cried". Yet they are more wary and 
distanced from me today, showing disinterest except when I leave when they ask in a 
chorus, "Are you going away?". I state that I will be back again. They tum around and 
carry on with the activity (writing). 
Visit 7: I attend supper: I am impressed by the quality and quantity of the food. Supper 
is a noisy, seemingly chaotic affair. Grace is rattled off by a senior. The tables appear 
fairly integrated - although the 3 vegetarian tables provide for an imbalance as they are 
mostly senior girls. I notice that the interactions are limited as the tables are too long 
and the noise level too high to allow communication across the table. Thus the top end 
of the table is virtually cut off from the bottom-end. This means that although the tables 
have a racial and age mix, little communication occurs across these boundaries. Some 
girls are gesticulating across tables, reinforcing their "non-alliance" to their own tables. 
CW states that she is unaware of how table arrangements (these include the saying of 
grace, the lay-out and the duties) are organised. It is the task of the matrics. There is 
movement throughout. Girls come and go. The soup and salad is at a table at the end of 
the room. Thus they get up to help themselves, take back plates and to leave the room. 
Saying grace at the end is the same hurried affair. HB now relay messages. She is 
apologetic, pleading that they comply with the regulations. "Some of you were not at 
·prep last night. Now please, you know that you have to go, the teachers take all the 
trouble of being there, please see that you are there tonight. + Some dorms were very 
noisy last night. You know who you are. Please try and be quiet tonight". 
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The atmosphere at the staff table is one of unconnectedness. This can partly be due to 
the noise level which makes communication to anybody except your nearest neighbours 
impossible. But I also notice a lack of awareness of each other's needs. HB arrived late. 
Nobody offered her food: she had to ask. When the gym mistress arrives, even later, 
only HB offered her food. 
In the dormitory: 19hl5 - 20hl5: N.looking depressed. Sitting in her bed with her doll, 
looking pale and sad. T. wants to join the Black girls playing a game with rope, 
accompanied by a Xhosa song. They tell her up front that,no, she cannot join them. She 
goes to lie in her bed. H. looking after L., pretending that she is a baby. 
D. features prominently again. Taking a leadership role, trying to look after N. She tells 
me that more discipline is needed and that good manners· during meals should be 
enforced. She asks me to ask SP to increase the discipline, "then there will be less 
fighting and everybody will be happier". T. calls me to her bed to ask about my 
interaction with D. She volunteers that "people should be stricter". An e.g. : girls who 
fight should be made to stand in the corridor. She also asks me to transfer this request to 
SP. Nz. in the bed aboves, agrees and adds that silence after lights-out should be 
enforced, with punishment for infringement (she is unsure what). A plea for silence 
after lights-out is later made by N .in reply to my question, "what could make things 
better for you here?" 
Story-time: S. reads. She sits on N.'s bed, the others gather around. Ny. and V. are 
crying: their mother phoned. Ny. is inconsolable although she sits on S.'s lap and S. is 
trying to distract her. Some of the others say "Tula" in concerned voices. When S. 
responds by stating that A. is crying because her mother phoned, it causes a ripple 
effect. T. dives onto my lap, burying her head in my lap. Q. and Th. start fighting, 
A.starts to jump up and down in her bed, 2 others join Ny. next to S. 
HB. comes in to kiss all goodnight. 
Lights out: Ny. is still crying. A. starts with a sob and breaks into a heart-breaking cry. I 
go to her and, not saying anything, rock her. The crying takes its course until it subsides 
and she lies very quietly. When S. and I are outside we hear someone crying. S. says 
that some nights up to eight of them cry and all she can do is to leave them. "But they 
will never let somebody just cry, they will always go to her and try and help". And we 
hear the "tula, tula" starting. S. seems genuinely kind and concerned about them. I 
wonder about the responsibility and time involved for a girl writing matric. 
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Comment: I wonder about a more supportive, symbolic ritual e.g. a sing-song + prayer 
ritual? 
K. is no longer involved with them in the afternoons, she is now a classroom assistent in 
the junior-primary section in the school. 
Visit 8: S.is no longer with the children as she has to prepare for her matric exams. A 
new girl from England, who has just taken her A-levels, has taken her place. She is 
strange to the children, having difficulty understanding their English. The children 
appear chaotic and unruly. CW announces her distress. "I don't know what's wrong with 
them". She ascribes it to "naughtiness" and "taking chances with the new girl" whom 
she describes as "far too soft". I suggest the possibility of distress and realise for the 
first time that CW's rather vague and discrediting descriptions of the children's 
difficulties is a defense mechanism against her own distress at their unhappiness. 
Visit 9: The final visit. The children do the Kinetic School Drawings. A surpise to me is 
the presence of the newly appointed assistant CW. Was as much a surprise to CW. The 
children appear calmer, yet when I do the taped interviews their distress levels rise 
disconcertingly, with some taking up foetal postures. On leaving I emphasize that I will 
see them at the end-of-year 
ADDENDUM2 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. If you are feeling really good about the day, what events that had a bearing on your 
feelings are likely to have occurred at school that day? 
2. If you are feeling depressed or angry about the day, what events that have a bearing 
on your feelings are likely to have occurred at school that day? 
3. Think of a person( s) at school who you think is/will be very successful and describe 




4. Think of a person(s) at school who you think is not/will not be successful and 
describe what behaviours, attitudes and values this person(s) demonstrates at work, Do 
not mention names. 
5. If you were concerned about a specific pupil in the junior-primary dormitory, who 
would you consult with? 
6. If you were concerned about a more general issue in the junior-primary dormitory, 
how would you normally address this concern? If you speak to a specific person, please 
name the person( s) concerned. 
7. What, in your opinion, are the benfits of being in the boarding-school for these 
children? 
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8. What, in your opinion, are the negative implications of being in the boarding-school, 
for these children? 
9. Any other comments or insights you would like to add: 
ADDENDUM3 
INTERPRETATION OF THESIS DRAWINGS 
REPORT BY AN OUTSIDE EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST 
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Interpretation based on criteria of Koppitz (1968), Bums and Kaufman (1970), and 
Furth (1988). 
PRESCHOOL: 
AK: no age given. unable to interpret in detail. 
SIX YEAR OLDS: 
QU: SUBA 
"· 
Feelings of insecurity (lack of feet and firm footing) and possible need to be babied 
(birds and hearts). Has drawn herself close to adult who she is touching. However the 
adult has been drawn with short arms which could indicate an inability to meet the 
child's current needs. 
BE: SUBA 
A sense of movement and energy is conveyed in this drawing in which adults are 
excluded. The child has drawn herself and her friend together in the same part of the 
building. The suitcases form a slight barrier between them, and it is noted that the self 
figure does not have hands. It is possible that the self figure tends to be the follower in 




The child has _drawn the self figure close to a peer whose hand she is touching. The 
three children drawn are depicted in the air, which could indicate a lack of a firm 
footing (insecurity). No adults have been included in the picture which suggests that the 
child's main source of emotional nurturance is the friend whose hand she is holding. 
MOTHER: 
(Note: Self figure is not identified). The children depicted in the drawing are playing 
stick-in-the-mud, while the mother waits indoors. The mother is encapsulated and as 
such, is perceived as distant and removed. She has no feet to stand on and is much 
smaller in size than the other figures. She also has no hands. The drawing conveys a 
sense that children are trapped in their environment, and the parental figure is powerless 
to help them. 
SEVEN YEAR OLDS: 
LE: SUB B. 
Drawing indicates that this child seeks comfort and emotional nurturance from her 
special friend, and her transitional objects (teddy bears), which she has portrayed as a 
group on a bed (which is also a possible source of comfort). They are separated from 
the other figures in terms of distance and a barrier (the bottom of the bed). The 
emotional nurturance obtained from this group is emphasised by the hearts drawn on the 
bed. It is noted that the figures on the bed are portrayed as much smaller than the other 
figures in the drawing which are by contrast, seen as threatening. The adult in the 
drawing i~ forming a barrier between the self figure and fighting peers. The impression 
is that she is more of source of protection than emotional nurturance. 
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AL: SUBA 
DRAWING A: The school play groWld: 
The self figure is removed from the other figures in terms of distance and barriers. The 
positioning of the self figure at the top of the swing suggests a need to remove herself 
from the situation. There is some contact with her peer in the form of a linking ladder, 
however the adult is drawn the furthest away, with the most barriers in between. The 
shading on the face of the adult could suggest some negative feelings which the child 
may have towards this particular person. 
DRAWING B: The giraffes 
This picture clearly indicates sadness or depression (tears on all the figures, including 
the SWl) and a need for love and emotional nurturance which is portrayed in the 
messages "I love you", the hearts and kisses, and in the udders of the mother giraffe. 
This picture is possibly a representation of the child's feelings of homesickness. It is 
interesting to note that the mother giraffe is tied to the tree. This suggests that the 
mother is not able come at times when the child feels needy at school. 
LA(SUBA) 
In this picture, the self figure is depicted as removed from an anxiety provoking scene 
involving two adults and a child who has wet her bed. She had distanced herself in 
terms of space and barriers (other seated child, and the television set). On the television 
a love scene is portrayed which is in marked contrast with the trauma on the other side 
of the room. It is possible that the child is trying to distance herself from her own 
"baby" feelings (need for nurturance) and baby behaviour by projecting them onto 
another child. The adults are perceived iri a disciplining role, and possibly represent her 
own super-ego feelings. One of the adults is offering a child a bottle, but there is a 
sense of ridicule rather than emotional nurturance in the gesture. This is emphasised by 
the facelessness of the adult depicted. The scribbled lines indicate feelings of anxiety 
which probably relate to her frustrated desire for emotional nurtUrance. 
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8 YEAR OLDS: 
BE: SUB B 
This child has drawn herself as isolated from her peer and an adult in terms of distance. 
The adult is drawn the furthest away from the self figure, and her peer also forms a 
barrier between them. The short arms given to the peer, and the fact that the adult's 
hands and rest of body are cut off, indicate a perception that others are not able or 
willing to make proper contact with her. The sense of isolation is further underlined by 
the fact that the adult and the peer are in conversation, and the self figure is trying to get 
their attention ("come"). 
NO (SUB B) 
In this drawing, no adults have been depicted. The self figure has been drawn very 
close to her friend, and they are holding hands. The feeling of friendship and closeness 
are underlined by the comment "you Lee, you a lovely frind". It is clear that the child 
obtains her main source of emotional nurturance from her friend. However there is also 
a sense that both girls feel insecure and helpless in their situation, as seen by the lack of 
legs and feet. The electric light bulbs further underline a need for emotional nurturance. 
TE 
This child has portrayed herself with a peer with whom she feels friction. She is with-
holding an apple from her friend and her arm is forming a barrier between them. The 
friend in tum is sticking her tongue out. The shading on the other girl's face emphasises 
the feelings of negativity which the self holds towards her. On the other side of the 
page the child has depicted two more peers and an adult. Furth (1988) notes that the 
placement of figures on the back of the page could be indicative of conflict. The 
presence of a ball in the second picture could indicate feelings of competition. Once 
more the adult is seen in a controlling role (the adult is refereeing the game). In 
conclusion, this drawing portrays feelings of aggression and competition 
which may be a defence against vulnerability. 
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9YEAROLDS: 
DI: STD One: 
Di has chosen to draw herself in the classroom situation, and has placed herself in a 
close group with her teacher. The self figure is drawn next to her teacher. It is 
interesting to note that the position of the teacher's arms indicate that she is available for 
contact with the children. However the arms of the children in the drawing are depicted 
as turned away from the teacher. This could possibly be seen as a mark of respect (?) 
HE: STDONE: 
The self figure is placed in the centre of the drawing on a swing. Feelings of isolation 
and insecurity are evident: She has drawn herself as vastly smaller than the other 
figures, encapsulated from them, and without a firm footing. The lack of hands suggest 
a feeling of helplessness. It is possible that she sees the school building (drawn above 
her) and possibly the school environment as very overpowering. She sees her peer, and 
the adult in the drawing as threatening, as shown by the size of the figures, their 
encapsulation, and the shading above them. The pencil pressure used in the shading 
underneath the adult conveys particular anxiety in relation to this figure. The sharpness 
of the adults shoulders also conveys a feeling of aggression, and the lack of hands could 
possibly indicate a feeling that the adult is unable to make proper contact. 
TE: STD ONE 
The child has drawn herself with a peer and an adult figure. All the figures have been 
given an embellishment which suggests some positive feelings towards each. However 
of note is the short arms of the peer and the adult, and the aggressive portrayal of their 
hands indicating that the child perceives others as not able to make proper contact, and 
as slightly threatening. The peer forms a barrier between the adult and the self figure 
which indicates that the child does not feel particularly close to the adult portrayed. 
· However it would seem that this child feels fairly self assured despite some feelings of 
threat relating to others. This is indicated by the greater sturdiness of her shoes and the 
better proportion of her arms in comparison to that of the other figures, and the lack of 
aggression shown in her own hands. 
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SE: (STD ONE) 
In this drawing, the self is drawn as a stick figure, lying on a bed. She has no mouth 
which could indicate that either she is unable to communicate her feelings verbally, or 
that she is not "given a say". In comparison to the other figures drawn (which are much 
larger, and two dimensional), the self figure is depicted as extremely fragile, she is in a 
prone, horizontal position which could indicate that feels insecure (she does not have a 
finn footing). This is emphasised by the fact that she has not drawn feet. The general 
feeling in relation to the self figure therefore is isolation and insecurity. Once again the 
adult drawn is not perceived as close (peer stands as barrier) or nurturing. The concerns 
of the adult are with the outside world as indicated by the hockey stick. The lack of feet 
and fragile legs depicted on the peer could suggest that the child does not feel that the 
peer is strong enough to support her. 
VI: STD TWO 
This child has depicted herself as isolated from the rest of the group in terms of space 
and barriers. All the other figures in the room, including the adult (matric girl) are 
behaving in a critical parent mode ("Get into bed!!!"; "stop it"; "get into bed you are 
giving Te a hard time") and the self figure is removing herself from the friction in the 
room ("going to the loeu"). Generally however, the room is portrayed in a positive light 
(the detail on the duvet covers, and the congratulations sign). Once again, the adult is 
in a disciplinary, rather than a nurturing role. 
ADDENDUM4 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 
C ! ! !"'"' n r··. •:: ~ r·~ -f= t- h ~ D !-'"· r·~ 1 ~ ,-. t- · 
I '-"1 ~---- "-'1 ._.,,_ I' - ·--'-'• 
As part cf a course 
the ~.C.T. Master of Educational Psychology deqree. it was 
decided that 1earr1ings could be c-:::nsc11dated b·/ v·1or·~, 1ng c.~n ti 
scr-100·1 pr·o.}ect. In order rr-~ gait"i unccrnpl icated access i(l to 
a school system. ,-~ ! I r-· r·· :-·~ i I :-·· ·.:::.:a r-· r-~ ~ ~ \I ~ t' i ,-.. r --· ---·-- --···-··-·. 
request to allow masters students to analyse some asoect af 
the school syste~ (in this case, the boarding house was 
r-· ~-.. r-._ •.:: ~ t'' T \.:.: h ~ r-· k._ r-· ,-._ f : 1 r·l ;-~ ,-._ •=: •=: ·i r .. 1 •.I 1 ~ ~ d t" r·._ ::at'-? i ~; 1- ~ ~ · ~.: U t'" t" i :"• r·? ;..:: t"' ~ 
-··---llf 'ftlll-11 _...., ........... t:"---•-tC ,_ ...... _OJ- ..... 11 lllW-1 •-11V1-11 _...., -
1·.:a-t-i:ir ·.::+"~r··~ TL·1u r~v--r .. ic:.ir-·t- 1~,,·,u1d h::.a :-f: 1uru:.:a11·.1 hunu-Fir--i:::·: :..:.i·:.: ............ - ....,'IJ ...... -:t-· ,f - ,..,1 --. .1--w ··- ,_ -- ,,, w ....... '/ _._,,._, ·-·-• ..... ...., 
the team would have the opportunity to cut theory in to 
p rac tic~, ar1d tt·H~ scr·100 1 :r1ou 1 d r·1a·.,,.e the cppor-t.un 1 t v t,o r·1a v·e 
light shed on a problematic area in the school system. in 
this case, discontentment amongst the boarders. 
A discussion with the principal about the boarding house 
highlighted the tensions as arising from difficulties with 
integration: integration of several languages. particularly 
Xhosa and English; inteqration of boarders from elite 
backgrounds witK those from disadvantaged backgrounds; 
integration of the rigid, traditional approach of the 
boarder mistress with the evolving needs of the boarders. 
1.2 Rationale for a SYSTEMIC Analysis: 
A systemic approach was chosen because of its emphasis on 
relationships between sub-systems, rather than emphasis an 
individuals. This has proved to be an efficient and creative 
way of analysing systems. 
1.3 Some Key Concepts in Systems Theory: 
(a) INFLUENCE OF OBSERVER: the only reality we can know is 
that created in the interaction between the observer and the 
observed. 
b) In focussinr~ on ~~!HC!LES ratr·H::r tnan c·n ~arts. it ls 
r~·:n.~- .. ~--t·::: "'-, t- r .. -.. r·-.h·::u r\IU T i,.-,u; !"'"" D !.:. TT :::or . .; c. ::. !" ... ,.... ~' ~ ~ ~ ~ • 111,...._0 """'-""11- ..... - ----1 ·- ._,11-11 I 1\1 f-1\I•- -··-I\ ____ _ 
{ ; \ 
\ i i 
( i j ) 
I codes of conduct ana 
u r 
(c) Types of systems: a CLOSED system 1s a self-cansaine~ 
systen1: ~tis c::;nsidered \t.Jitr·iout referer;ce tc an B>~terr1al. 
en~·/ i ror;rnent. ,~.n OPEN s "/Stern car?not be. Lons i der8d U!.Jt3? Je i ::..s 
r e l a t i o r1 s r·1 i p v·1 1 th t r-i e e rYv i r o ri nH:: ri t i r' v" h i c r-i i t e ;-~ l s ts . 
( d) RECURSIVE tb i n!-r~ i nq and question 1 ng is ernp 1 O'/Bd ~.t;r·1er·~b~/ 
behaviour is viewed in terms of cycles o~ interaction. 
Instead 
seen as affecting arid beir1g affected by 8 a.r-1d ::. 
( e; Reasoning by ,~.N.~.L~JG'{ is usefu 1 in f ccuss 1 ng c..~n the 
r··elbi.tionshics bet~:;ieen triir1gs _; 
11
tr·iiS ·is tc this ::ls tr·iaC is 
to tr·1a t" r·a tr·n~ ( than u.s ·i r1g tr·;e currven ti cna 1 , : og 1ca1 
sequer1ce of Hence, stories are imcortant 
In carrying out our assessment. we attemcted to use the 
abo\·e theoret i ca 1 fundarner1ta 1 s cf 8~/s ten;s tr1eory to guide 
us. In order to analyse the wnole system efficiently ana 
meaningfully. we decided to consider naturally construed 
sub-systems i.e. the develocmental grcucings af the 
boarders, the boarding house staff, the academic staff and 
representatives of the administrative staff. A descr1ct1cn 
of the various methods we used to obtain information. and 
our rationale for using those methods are discussed in mere 
detail in each section. We attempted to maintain consistency 
in our analysis while also providing room for our 
idiosyncratic styles and findings. 
1.5 Parameters of this Project: 
As stated previously, we contracted to do an analysis of the 
boarding house, rather than an intervention programme, 
though we have made recommendationsfor intervention. This 
seemed realistic considering the time constraints. 
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FOCUS GROUP: Sub A to Std 
METHOD: 
The session was audiotaced. 
A circular method of questioning a 11 OV·i i nq eacn 
activities, toys and friends. 
- They were asked about resources :n times of discress 
(sadness or anger). 
- All the children made a drawing. follow:na :ne 
- 3 pe rsotia l V·i i shes cou 1 d be v·i r it ten at t:t·;t:: ~C!c~~, c·f the 
dra~"litig. These \~1ere listened to lndi-...1 idu~11v t;·.,.- tne 
i nter··l i ev·1er or ~-1s Pilll. 
RATIONALE: 
An informal, indirect methodology was used as it was felt 
that children of this age often feel the need to comply: 
giving the interviewer what they believe she wants. 
Furthermore, individual children are often shy aba~t 
persor1a 1 questions arld a 11 O'IJ t~·1ernse l 'le_s to be dcrrri na ted by 
the more asse~tive; often mimicking their ideas. Finally. 
chi 1 dret1 of tr·11 s age rnay not be ab 1 e to ·/o ice tf"ie; r 1 nner· 
experiences, lacking concepts which define these. 
The use of metaphors and stories are known systemic 
techniques. 
INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS: 
The children were ocen and generous with their· responses. 
They reacted with enthusiasm, elaborating naturally and 
spontaneously acting out some of their favourite games and 
songs. 
FINDINGS: 
1. Group Structure and Cohesion: 
The 5 older Xhosa-speaking girls farmed the "main" group, 
\•Ii th the youngest Xhosa--speak i ng g i r 1-,- tr1e Ovambo-speak i ng 
girl and the English-speaking girl forming a tenuous sub-
group. The English-speaking girl was most consistently left 
out. 
·· Ghosts: 
~ .f= !"-. i ,-. ::a r·· 1\1 I I __ ,, western stories and qames w~re 
always uo front. African content was onlv el ic~tea following 
indirect clues (e.q. one ..• ; .... 1 ., 'i i ·== ,-, -F t- 1 ,, --· ..... I .1 
( 1) Often indirect: Xhosa games emerged only in react1on-
tc tr·1e in te r\1 i e\:.'e r's response to an ! r-id i r--ec t c 1 ut:. · C:t1 
auestianir1g it was clear that only the Xhasa-sceakino girls 
played these games. African stories emerged when thev were 
asked to think about stories from long ago: most cf the 
.;; i ::·~ i"-~ i .f: i ~-· ::.: !'.! t" ~ r ~ t I 1 t- •.:: • 
- I ..,, I I I I -\,,4,1 I .... ---"""' I ..... _ • 
auestion ta wham thev went when sad ar angrv. no aault wa& 
fr;EHit i C·ned. TT·;oSe g i r· l S ( 2 ·; V·Jr-~o r·iad C 1 dc;r Sib 1 ! nqs r;arneJ 
tr·iese ~s sources of support. rr-ie otr·ier·s either ":.:;r ·?ed :.Jti rny 
c~"'in·· (~£iher1 sad). "r-iit back" or "did nothir;g~· (\~,r-~en s.r:qr··'/). 
In resoor1se to tr·1e cuestior1~ "Is t~·iere ar1ybod..., .. 
supposed to go to v·1t·1et1 vcu are sad or ar,qry?
11 
collectively responded in the negative. 
·/OU 
~-~ ~· ~-~ ! . !'-! °'."'t' __ ..., 
to the instruction about drawing an adult. the statement was 
rnade, "Tt1~re are r10 gro\AJt1-ups t·1ere". T~1is \"'Jas neqated by 
one child naming an adult not linked to the immediate 
. fhe boarding house heirarchy but this 
drawing reflected this pattern as older girls were also not 
depicted. 
4. Formal and Informal Systems: 
The boarding school was typically drawn using the aut1ine 
of a square. Hardly any elaboration occurred. Nature (e.g. 
trees, garden) was scantily represented. Clinical 
indicators of isolation and absence of nurturance were 
noted. 
The need for private space and ownership was expressed in 
the three wishes, as was the wish to live at home. 
The clearest links were with siblings or peers Cthe latter 
within the 'main' group). 




1 • A nurturant adult , n1 ! ~:..i h~ ,-.. r:· .. •.1 
·':J-· - -- ...... -· ded. 
~-~ t"" ~·~I I t-1 ~:: 
~· --~-· 
be explored. 
4. A communication network which is more activelv 
structured and which visibly provides a link with.the rest 
af the boarding school should be investigated. 
:. The uossibilities of crivate scace and ownershio be 
exo1cred. 
0. !1') ~ u ,~4 ·=: ··-- ..... - gir1s to be at home be addressed. · 
FOCUS GROUP:Sta 2 -Std 5 . 
. 
Just aver half of t' h ~ !'-! ! ! r\ 1 1 ·:: 
\Jll- ..... - ..... I· -
fall in this ucper crirnary age grauc were ~elected to 
part i c i ca te in the sess i an. An attempt \'id.S n1aae to crK.;oSe 
n r f-";. f l ·~ --! ;.·~ rg •.:: ~.:.I 1 i- h i ;.; ~:.:, !-. k1 •.:: i- ::;, ~" r'"i :;, ,,.- r-t t- !-! ~·· :,:i:::: •.:: :·~ 1''1 :..:: b• l \.' :-·· U -F l t.:.1.1-· t" hr-~ t" ~-~ ~I--~ Ill ~ , .. I VII Ill -"""'-ti _...,l;.41i--1 - '-I- I ..._. ___ II- .! I-··--...,, --\Jll 
the nurnber·s and rni ..... ~ cf 1oca1 ar1d out of to\~1r1 boarders. 
,A,part fro:n this stratification .. t- k~ ::a ·.:.: :.:a 1 :.::. !-. t" ; ,-, ,.-~ ,-·~ -F ...,,,,_ --·---1-11 -· partic?cants 
METHOD: 
1 Q drawing of the boarding house. Instructions were 
';j i ven t.ha t eacr·1 pup i 1 shou 1 d draw her 3c ! f i r: t.he uo~r a 'ri'.:; 
house together with two friends and an adult. each doing 
son-u~ tr-1 in g. 
2. tr-~ ree ·,,.1 ? sr·;es for·· tr·na boa.rd i nq hous8. Eact·i cue ? ~~1e.s 
d.s~r .. ed to rne.:.:~e tr·;ree ~,., i shes for· cr-1e bc:.;;.rd; ng r·iouse .. 
to irnprcvise o.r?d er1act a scene a.ccorc ing to one ·Of t,~"'o 
a. "(:r-1oose sornett-1ing tt·1at hacoer1ed· this 
boarding house that made you feel happy. ,-, 1 '-" '·' p..# I_, 
so that we can understand what hacpenec to make vou haopy, 
b. "cr-?ocse sctriett·i i ng that happer1ed t~-i is year i r! tr-ie 
boarding house that made you feel unhappy, Make a short 
play so that we can understand what hacpened to make vcu 
unhappy, who was involved and how it made you 
The whole session, including the introductory 
exercise VJ as recorded ot1 vi dee b~:l a UCT staff 
the Audio-V~sual Unit. 
RATIONALE: 
fe.e l" 
a.nc ~.L! a r-n1 up 
rnernbe r f rcrn 
The drawings and fantasy wishes were chosen ta link with the 
techniques used with the junior primary group as a means ta 
see whether commonalities emerged. It was also intended 
that the drawings and wishes-be used as a projective devic~ 
to gain insight into the feelings and perceptions of 
individuals about the boarding house as well as their 
perceptions of significant adults. The drama techniaue was 
chosen as it has proved to be a useful way cf exploring the 
immediate conc~rns of participants about particular issues 
in a relatively short time. Given the time constraints of 
the session, this was an imoortant factor. By giving the 
groups similar scenarios. it was likely that themes 
pertinent to the boarder·s v1ou l d e1ner·ge. Moreover, it was 
cor:st.:--uotion cf the session would fac11it.at.e·:.:-,e srnerqence 
·8f tr·iernes. oat terns ar1d issues tr·ia t could ::=e usef u 1 l ··/ 
e;.nalyse·:J~ systern1cal !·,- .• 
INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS: 
Tf-iB .. ,.. ;-·elated to tr-ie inter\ ... ifd~"'er·· in a V·ietr-rn and suor1taneous 
manner and wer·e aopropriate1v curious abcwt. the or.cceed1ngs. 
They eagerly volunteered information and were keen ta voice 
coinior;s. The elder children. oart.icular·1·/. seen:ed t.~ 
i:.a·~·+r~ t-:r-·?~ ::::t Tk1~ :.:,a,.·~d ... -~+ ~hw ·=-·~·.:.··.::i.·-~r·~ t· .. -~ :·~!· . .'~ '.::· .. ::··:.:.i ·t- ... -~ ::.::r·~,-~ 
._,,,._,._ Wt111- -W \Jll- -··- ...... , Wtl- ----1-11 ............... ,._ ·-·-- ...... _ ·-··-
discuss a recent grievance. Thev were sensitive abcut. the 
cc n f i de tl t i a l 1" ~ ::1 t- · : r ~ : ·~ -F t k,::::. r'·~ ,..-.... - •. h 1 ~tf1 
,,_._,_, - -· """''- -· --·-···· 
Overall, the inter-viewer found that rather tf'•W• i;aving to 
probe for· elabcr··ation and :::etai i at;:.:;~·.:., Lrie ;~~~8:.; t:::!:sed, 
ccr~tr·ary to e>~oectation:::, ·tt i~.-as ut t·;rnes n~ct=ss~t/ r- .. --~ 
curtail discussion. 
FINDINGS: 
1. Patterns of Communication: 
Communication catterns between boarding house adults and 
children were uniformly ~epres~nted as o~nitlve. correct1ve 
and invasive. The images (both from the drawings and the 
U·j r ::I OJ,;; t- ~ r"- +- .:0 ,-. L·, t"' ,. q I '.U ) i '"' \ ,,-, 1 \/ C:. ,-j :.:. ,-! U ] t- •::: \•IL-,,., ''/ .U r·· u ..;. t~ .f' '-, •. ,-. 1 ;·, ,-, >-' ! ! ·1 ..;. •::: 
-"-"""''- '-''-'-'•i .......... •ti•-· -- -- ,...,,_ .,;,....., ·- - -··-·-···"=" ·-·--
which an the whale were related to going to bed or to waking 
up. An adult ringing a hand-neld bell figured in several af 
the drawings. 
In contrast, commur1ication patterns between the girls and 
bearding house staff were represented bath in the dramas and 
drawings as sycophar1tic e.g. yes ri.1iss .X, okay Miss;< ... 
Overt anger was instead expressed to ceers. 
Another recurrent theme related to boarders making a noise 
and being chastised for this when obviously quiet was 
expected. 
2. Hierarchy: 
The house mistress seemed to be the ultimate authority and 
of central concern to the children. She was portrayed as a 
key figure in all of the dramas as well as being included in 
many of the drawings. Her role wa~ dr~wn as general)y 
unsympathetic to the needs of the boarders and more than two 
thirds of the children directly or indirectly expressed the 
wish that she should be replaced or that a younger person be 
appointed. More specifically, issues revolved around her 
control over the use of the phone, television privileges, 
t-r"eatrner·lt for non-;<hosa spea~ .. ers}. 
It seerned 
c i (·cu rn · . ..- er; t e d b ·.,-- a co ea 1 co t (: e o (· 1 n c 1 o a l ~:.; f t r·i e s c ~·; o o l . 1 r-i 
en;:: dr-·av·1in9 this ~:.ie.S r·ecr8sent.ed D\-" a rneet1nq attn:::: 
In an erlactment af a sick oav 
scene. a 11us1 on was maae :a the cussio11 itv 
!al Formal !NamatheticJ Rules: 
the imcrovisat1ans) related ta: 
h~ l r~n 
-- '''"=' allowed~~ watch t.v 
~ :··. s 1 e e P l a t e 
n·::;t being 
* oriv1lages eccorded ta Matrica 
* net being allo~:.1ed to -...·isit otr·;er- dcrrnitor-iE:s ~N1thout 
pe rn1 i ss i or1 
(b) It1forrna1 (!dicgrap~·1ic) Rules: 
* standing in the corr1aor seenis to be stand.:~r·a 0~n·1shnH3r1t 
far infractions but standing in the sick Dav corridor is 
considered the mast severe punishment. 
.. 
l 
* Although the privileges accorded Matrics were regarded as 
unfair, your1ger pupi 1s seenH~d to acceot tt~iat itl turn tr·H~V 
would become Matrics and experience the opportunity to 
receive those same privileges 
* that the children should use their peers as resources in 
times of stress and not expect assistance from an aduit 
* that older pupils (e.g. dormitory prefects) were not seen 
as a significant resource in times of difficulty 
:+.: t r-i at beds i~J e re i nuJ o r tan t s ··/ rn b o 1 s i n tr·; e p u c i 1 s ~ l i \'::: s an c 
~=iere in·i1o!ate - tr-ie bounaar·1es re!Jar .. din,.~ CH"'itH:::r·sn·1p ~~;rare 
r··igor·ously dra~=1(i (both figurat·i\ .. e1~.,.- and rnetapt·ior··ica11v) 
' ' ,-~ ,.-~ !-·· ~-~·: -~ T !-~ !"·. -.... !-~ ""·. ,.-~ ~ : ~-~ --; !>~ ~--~ ·~ --•ll••--1_, ~·-- .... ···~.._... 
RECOMMEND,t..TIONS: 
• ; . There seerns t~ 
of a ·,.-ounger and rnore ernpatr·iet i c howse rn is cress ~=JOU 1 d ser-·/e 
as a nodal uoint ·of sntr:/ frorn ~=;r·:1ch ·c,o lt1!t-1~t~ cr:ar;qes. 
.· -. Pr-esenr .. cornrnun·ication patterns reinforce 
house rn is tress's ne:~a ti \/9 autr·10 r l tar? ar; r··o 1 e 
alv-;a·:r-s trie possibility of infor·rna·i.accea1 tc: t- k: .::i n :""'-. ~ r '! :-· '1 ~~·. ::.: 1 •,Jft- .... , 111- f ,..._I• 
,t:., rnore structur·ed S~/stern of -::c-rnrnwnicatior; in1~nt G8cre:::.~e sr-:B 
c~r-rent r·iust-i1·1t:i bet~~Jeer1 uuoi.ls arHJ boar·din; r·1uuse 3c,a~f. 
be t/.~1 e er i a :..:; r rn ·1 t c r i es rn i g h t f a c ·j l i ts. t e t. ~·i e :J r e ~ r, ; n q u f : r·i B 
tigr·;t bc~ndaries (cl icLH~:::) t;;:t~~1e8:; dur·ni!torv ~~r-cH~u1n·.;Js. 
the younger pucils. 
FOCUS GROUP: STD 6 - STD 9 
MET~OD AND RATIONALE: 
gathe;·in··;i the inforrnat1on. as v·1e·11 as 
olav during adolescence. 
,t.:., randorn sarnc le cf 5 bcarder"·s ~l1as se !ec:eu frorn eacr-i 
s-candar d: ~~ie ~~ier··e i nfc(·tned tr·iat tne n;atr· i c boar der-·s V·Juu id be 
una\.-' a i_ lab 1 e t~·ia t 6\/eii 1 ng. Je··/e l ocrr:en ta 1 ,~ rouu 1 rF.:zs ~ std 5 8.nc 
7; Std 8 and J} \~1ould ei.1lo\:; e;·~Pression c-f therne~ ocrtinent 
h ! ! t" ·..:J t- ~:·.: ;'"'! !'-'!. t" ~-~ ~ ?"-. l .:.:i \, u 1 .-... -. t ! I !'-J .. -. ~- .-, ~ / 1 .-l:..:; ! ., . -F • . ?". ~ •• ~ + -: .-. ?"·· :.::: ~-~ •• ! • t-
~ - ""_...., '-""'11-Wll-I •-•-t• ---·- """"' -" , __ 1111-0111-Wt"-t• ---- ..... 
Problems in the process: 
(a) \il·!e d?d net adecuate1y neqctiats i~·ici~sic;r;/e;-·.c.:!us1or; of 
the head :~ i r ·! and he~d bear cer- in :-:H..ir- r::;.ndcin sa;nc ~ 8 ·.:.-1th t(iB 
sct·1001 counse11or·. Ho·;.~Je\.-er·. :.he·-,1 \a1onq ·.:·;!t,h tr·1e ut:··iet" 
sarno 1 e. 
workshop, ~hat we would rescect confidential itv, out we did 
FACILITATORS' COMMENTS: 
The boarders had been briefly 
the warkshoc and were given permission to be honest and far 
atter1dar1ce to be ··-101untar\'. rr-ie particioants \"'Jere operl anc 
entr1us i ast i c '.' tt·acugh ·occas i or1a 11 y fac i 1 i tatcr·s had to 
rnediate sn1a! 1 grouo corifl icts. 
Fit~JDif·.JGS: 
1. The Role of the Principal: 
It seems that when problems arise in the boarding.house. the 
boarders first deal with them among themselves, before 
taking the issue to the principal. The studerits 1iew the 
principal as approachable and concerned (and to ~ome degree 
she replaces the house mistress); they also suggested that 
the principal is trying to please everyone. 
2. Patterns of Communication: 
No direct communication liMks to address the boardin~ house 
concerns seem to have been set up between the boarders and 
the staff hierarchy. It appears to be an idiographic 
( inf crrna l ) rule that boarders snauld apcroach the 
with their combined problems. 
The groupings that the girls identified as being resistar1t 
to change are the School Council, The Old Girls, the house 
rnistress and her oarticular student. a11 ies. ~otne weocle 
(i.e. the principal, certain boarding house staff members 
and parents) were indicated as being succorters of change, 
but those who would resist were referred to 
4. ::3hcs ts: 
While changes 1n the boarding house were acknowledged. a 
comment was that the particular types of changes did not 
affect tr-iern ernot i ona 11 y: ·1 n tr·; is sense thev ··lac~, bod\··;· 
Sarne traditior;al rul~s tend to "haunt .. 
making change difficult. ,:1.dw 1 ts (besides the !'-~~···:!'~~--i~-~::.:::1 :.:.:,..~~~ -· ,,,_,,....._, -··-
5. Displacement (re-locating the crobleml: 
Criticisms of the house mistress are that she snaacs. ls 
unfair and racist, however, symcathetic comments were also 
rnade: "s~-ie' s o 1 d"; 
0
~·/e' ra a 11 s~·1e J-·;as." viewing t·ier as the 
problem could also serve to disclace other internal 
problems, thereby keeping the boarding house united against 
a common enemy. It is possible that others, including the 
principal, are colluding in this by being sympathetic to 
complaints about the house mistress while maintaining that 
nothing can be done as the house mistress has nowhere else 
to go. 
6. Power Bases: 
The house mistress appears to have positional power as well 
as power due to seniority. Her abuse of power is a central 
theme. 
Of note is that neither the boarding house prefects, 
matrics nor the boarding house staff were mentioned, 
suggesting that they do not have any real power. 
Cliques (with the connotation of power groups) was mentioned 
as being a problem. 
7. Nomothetic (Formal) RDle~: 
Some of the nomothetic rules seem to cause dissatisfaction, 
and a few are regarded as helpful. Particular rules 
emphasise division, i.~. day girls not being allowed in to 
the boarders' 
the seniors' rooms. While at one level privacy is seemingly 
supported, tr-1e 1 ack of it )J.Jas raised as a rnaJor cor!cern. 
6. Unwritten Rule: 
Despite the boarders' comclaints about oarticular asaects of 
the boarding house. they were esceciallv appreciative of 
tr-1e i r fr i er1csr·1 i ps, and \J.Je re able to see •I cos it i \.'e~ 
11 
in scrno 
of tr-1e negative e-lEHlier1ts, e.g. "\1e are forced Le learn t.r·1e 
~-iar·d ~;.Jay, to cope v·Ji·th prcblerns. to lear··n indecendence." 
1. rr·1at a ccrnrnittee, including reoreser;tati .... /es frcnn t..be · 
boarders. the boarding house and acaden1ic staff. be set 
up to address board i nq house concerns ori a r-e 1~u ! ar basis. 
could be 
:. rr·;at contact be rnade !.'":it~-i ot~·n::r boar·cing scho(.;·:s '-!share 
;rlggc gnrl ~v~~rignr~c , ____ "-'6.11'-lf -~ .... """'-' ·-·1---· 
3. That serious consideration ro1e .·~F 
r·icuse rni stress. 
4. Based on the girls' suggestion, that the boundaries 
between sub-systems be made more permeable by, for 
instance, opening up the boarding house to dav girls. 
SUMMARY OF THEMES COMMON TO ALL PUPILS (SUB A - STD 9) 
There is a noticeable absence at· significan~ aau:ts within 
tr·;8 boarding house to v·1t·1orn tJLa:;i ls can turn ei cr·1er· 1n t,·.1n-1;.:;s 
uf difficulty er wnen thev fee! they have or1evances that 
they w1sh to discuss. 
~~t!'·t11:::r1-·.: 
-...J 11111 ·-· • _, senior· girls r;e·-.:er 
ment1cnea bv these oucils as oossible sources of suocort. 
There seerns ~o be a ··iac!-r~ cf a forrna1 conununica.t·~: .. .n·; s·..:stern 
address their orob!ems. 
THEMES COMMON TO STD 2 - STD 9 BOARDE:RS: 
suitable fur the demands of the oosition. 
k·r·111·~Q :Y! i ·.:.·t- r··::i·.:.··.:: 
I, __ """_ Ill I - WI ---
au thu r· i tar i an and nttf')~t-1\:W ,.... __ I I I WI 9 - • it is 
scapegoating also serves ta ur1ite the boarder·s ~na ta 
cossibly aisclace 
The re v-;as an · .: rnp 1 i c i t acceo ts.nee tr·ia t ce r· te. i r: n ts tor-· 1 ::a-! 
tr··aa it i or;s ( e. y. ~-·1atr i c pr~\/ i 1 eges: Utlderc i nr1ed l c! i oqr,aoh ...., 
rules and ~:.;ere ar1 obstacle to cr·1at;ge. r·.Je\-'erthe!ess. cu~! s 
expressed ambivalence towards the benefits and values of 
traditions as they ~eemed aware that in turn thev wou!a 
excerience the benefits. 
R~TT!-ir-.!~!;:: .~;:::- T~~ '''ll•-••11-- -I 110"'-
Tr·ie :;r··cups ·1nc1uded in· tf·iiS aria·!·,.-s1s ~."i8i"8 t:J·1e c0ard1n~~ house 
staff. laundry staff. academic staff 1 iving ln the baara1ng 
prefects. 
The quest i ·8r1na ire rnetr-iod (see .:::.,poend? ;·~ /:.,) )~1as u::;ed tu cbta in 
n1a;-~irnt..:rn :~1fo:--~liat1ot~\1~~ a lirnited an1c:...=r1t of tirne. ,!J\non~/rn1ty 
vJould be rna1ntairHad to increase honesty in responses and 
overcame cossible resistance. 
Althauqh the focus group of the studv was :he oaard1ny 
r·a:;use. tt-·1e acadernic staff ~"~·ere included as they ar8 ar-1 
1:-f'tr-,,.·,t-··t-:::r~t' ·::::1h-~·~!"··:"-..,Ur, ~n-·,;·11t-~r·11!--,r• .... ,, . ., t'h~ f.':"-~:"-·i!•:: :·~:o-·:--~!1n 
lfiif'-"-1 \J-fl .... --- ":71 - ............. Ill~ Ill' -II ............ I---- ~I---· 
Ir1 add it i .jn- t..v the cuest i or1na 1 re, inter·-...- 1 ev·;·s ~".-er·e cor1cucted 
~"' i tr·1 the c r· i r:c i pa 1 arid counse 1 ·1 or- and tr·te. c recess ct tr·ic 
analysis was evaluated. These ascects have all been included 
i r1 tr·1e discussion of tr·H~ f i rld i ngs of the stuc-.,.·. 
A DISCUSSION ON THE FINDINGS OF THE ANALYSIS: 
The discussion of the findings of the questionnaire, 
interviews and process evaluation, is based an a thematic 
~~ 1 Y£§ q_f _.t.tt~~·=-rogjL_~r-==-i,_:§~~-~s emerg i t1g f rorn t~1e '-/ar i ous sub-
groups studied (including the boarding house staff, academic 
staff, boarder prefects and crincipal). The main themes 
emerging through the study were those of cammunicatior1 and 
With regard to intervention possibilities. questions have 
been raised throughout the discussion, which have the 
potential to move the system in different directions. The 
questions are addressed to the principal as she is perceived 
to be the point of leverage within the system and able to 
achieve optimal change. In systemic analyses, questions are 
important as they raise intervention possibilities. 
Understanding is regarded as intervention. 
'The principal s ta school as F.W. de Klerk 
is ta South Afr ~~ or as the peasant revolutionary farces 
\•Jere to France. 
Qnalnnv 0nnn~0~Q " 
._ .......... -J . .' --····--'-'- .... _ school w1th1n broader 
ar·;d D resent socio· ·t·1 is tc r i ca 1 conte~ts. The maJar task 
confronting - .. ls that of adact1nq ta the 
changing needs of the wider South African society while 
rna i nta i r1 i n:;f an ·i nter'·na 1 state of 2au ! l ! br ! ~rn .. L\cc:.:;r .. d ! nq t.o 
systems theory, a dynamic equilibrium las 
static one) cf a trul/ open Sy'stern can De 
continual feedback with the environment. 
This study represents one 4= ,..-~ ,..-. fr) r~ -F .C ::i U ,-~ h ~ ... -. tr • _, 111 - 1 I ______ ,, 
cpoosed to a 
::,..., t" k~ ~ ::..i. •..' ~ i ~ ~-, ~, __ ,,,_,, ___ , 
The influence cf feedback emchasises that systems are 
continually in a state of flux and are sens1tive rn 
discontinuous change. This flux or injection far change was 
evidenced tnrougn the cracess of tne analvs1a at 
... ~-·~boarding school. An 
in attitude towards the house 
~~Qmnl~ n~ ~~,Q ~QQ ~~~ _,,_Ill,..., I - - I """"'I I - .,..__ """"' t- .. -. k~ ·.:a .. -, ~-.. ~ -··~··'-::I-
principal and counsellor. who recogn1sed that she 
discrim1nated between girls en the bas1s of 'goud' ~r 'cad' 
primarily, and secondarily an issues of race. 
In keeping V·Jitri tr·H~ systernic -.....-i8\"J of d1scontinLicus change 
and in order to increase the momentum far change, questions 
r1ave beet1 posed tr1roughcut tr·H~ repcrrt or1 tr·1e findings of t~·1e 
forrnal ar1d it1fcrrnal ar1al:1s·is. ~-'9't·1ic~·1 ir1dicate inter'\··ent1ot1 
possibilities. 
One of the issues emerging fro·m the formal and informal 
analysis was that of direct and indirect or guarded 
information. As a team we first became aware of the issue 
during the first meeting with the principal and counsellor 
where it was clear that it had been necessary and difficult 
to think out a way of presenting the study ta the house 
mistress. She was effectively 'being protected'. The 1ssue 
of communicating the intention of the study to the house 
mistress was then overruled. When we met the person 1n 
question, we were unable to communicate clearly the 
intention of ou~ visit and had to 'guard' carefully what we 
said. 
This style of guarded communication in relation to the house 
mistress seemed to be a pattern as members of the academic 
staff in the boarding house reported that they "had to \•1atct·1 
what they say ". The effect of this guarded communication 
with regard to the house mistress, is to deprive her of 
feedback from the environment and to ensure that she remains 
·a 'closed system'. 
QUESTION: How can the prfncipal encourage open feed6ack 
from staff and pupils to the house mistress? 
.;~. furtr·~er· s1r.:;;nificant 1nc1aent. ltidics.t;nq cr·1e u:a.t.t.ern :-~+-· 
inc i r··ect cornnH;r11cat1 on ~~1as e·...- ·1 :Jenced b'i sonH:; :ne;-ncer s ct tt"ie 
a ca a e rn 1 c s ta f f not f i 1 1 i n q 1 n t, he q u es c, 1 on ti a 1 r· e d; ; u u r; e 
ir.idicati(ig r..c the nouse rriistress tnat srie \~iaS 1 't,e.=;.r :r·;q r·iers 
uo . Th 1 s ~~Ja.3 c:ornrnUri i (:8. tea to cr-ie c r· : iiC? ~a i ? nd? ;·:=~ ~ : . .,.. 
tr·ircugr·; 'gossic'. This 1ncldent. ·1ndiLat~u cr·iaL suint= HH~:;itH:!r·s 
cf staff had perce l \ted t~·:e stuav as a thr·eat. t,o CL: 1 r ::::ub-
g i .. CUCS f 0 rnH::d 
suso i c ion arn~ 
,. ~ t : n 1 1 ·:: 
..., ...... ..., t ·- can be referrea ta 
as th8 'ne\~1 .;,:;r·dcr·' in that tr-iey· ernbod·/ croq;:·ess~·...-e 1dea·1s. 
"'!"'ht 1 ._;; ~ ~-~ ~ 1 !-~ i ,-.. ,-~ ~-· ~ r-~ k, 1 ,-. ( i ;·~ -F ·-~ ~-· ~-,-~ ~ 1 ~ ~- ~ ! 1 ~ .-· '· -F ~- L: i ·-· ·.:.·: it-·:_ ··i ·~- ~-~: ! ! ~ : ·.:.-
i • • - - \,,Ill- l-l-'=91-...,111- \lltl-0111-1/ ·-·- -· ,...,,,,_ --- "::'I __ ,.....·-
the demonstration of care far all cucils of the school, also 
~ !·~·~n 1 .... i !')·,-· ::: ·.::ur-:·::: r i ~ ... -i 1- ·.! -t-!-~ ~·:::r-·; ~ 1 1-:.··=:1 :::a·~ ~:-·~ i 1 l ! !·:.: ;- "!"'·::::: !"'; !-~!-; ,-• .c 
llllJ'-'1]111~ ...... --·•-•\ooll"l'-'1 \J- ·--·-· •-----· 0111 111 __ ..... l_\ooll-11 -...,;j 
this norm (shared excectatian) is the orinc1pal's 'acen 
dear' policy to the oupils. 
QUESTION: How can the principal increase the direct 
cornrnur1icatict1 bet~"Jeen puci ls ar1d staff YJt·10 are "not in the 
~~nC\"J
11 
or· er1ccurage ·a 's~·iaring of secrets~? 
QUESTION: What would be 
idiographic rule into a nomothetic rule? 
~~ar1y rnen1bers of staff 'IJt°lo are .. i r1 tf·;e kno\~1 11 r·egard? ng tr-ie 
boarding house and part of the 'new order' see the solution 
to the boarding house 'problem'as decosing Cmv term! the 
house mistress. They appear to have a clear definition of 
the house mistress's role, in keeping with the id1ograchic 
rule of their sub-system, which clearly differ·s from her 
view of her role. 
QUESTION: To what extent would role clarification of the 
role of house mistress facilitate open and direct 
communication? 
However, among those who would clearly lik~ ta identify 
fully with the 'new order', are indication~ oF ambivalence 
towards the 'new order'. Some recognised the value of the. 
'o a order' 
di ficul~y of find1r1g a reclacernen:,. rr·iere ~,,;ere li1d1cac;ons 
of a des ·ire tc rna ·in ta in tr·ie status auo. ~~r-, i cr·i rna v be 
understood as the S~:/stern's desir·e to rnaintain 
equi l ibr·iurn. 
QUESTION: In what ways can the or1ncipal suooart the svste~ 
tr·ircugn tr·ie ·t,irnes cf change v·1r·1i le sti ·11 cr·1al lengiriq ·;t? 
prefects. They appeared to be cauqht between the idiagracnic 
r·ule of the rf"H~~~' crde(·'(r1.:irnel\'~ croqressi·-1e. car·1n~~ 
attitudes) and the nomothetic rule - a farmallv wr1t~en code 
of the f o 1 d order' ( r·iarne 1 '/, disc 1o1 i rie and r·esoBc t; -. rr·ie 
teen 
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constituting ari idic-graohic rule. Intt:r·esting!·;', ·1t aocetir-S 
tr-iat sorne cf tr·ie orefects ha-...1 e oe8n str-u~q? inq ·:a· 
r·e·lr;terpret tne ru·!e of r·escect at;d disc1p!ine in a rnors 
tprogress·i-... ... e' ~'JC..':/ than tr·iei are seetng ·;t it;t;::rpr·~teu b·,.-
otr·ier·s in the en'/ i ror1rnent. 
school? 
Imclicit in the discussion thus far 1s the issue of cower 
and PO\'Jer bases. rr-1e academ·ic staff "in t~·ie kr-ioV·i 11 about the 
boarding house regard themselves as fairly cowerless to 
effect change and have their hopes pinned on the principal. 
They are aware of the cositional power of the house mistress 
and of the power of the tradition succorting the ideas of 
authority, rules and hierarchies. 
(See Appendix B). 
The principal, to counterbalance this PO\aJer of tt·1e ~old 
order' has ensured direct communication by pupils, 
counsellor, academic staff, laundry staff and boardinq house 
staff to herself. In addition, she has enlisted the swpcort 
of UCT (representing a progressive institution) in the form 
of this study to add weight to her ideas. 
In .addition. tr·;e counsel 1or. v·1r·10 is tr·1e cr1ncipa1 's crirnar-., .. · 
supoo rt base. i rid i ca tes tr·ia t sr·;e r·ias inf 1 uer1ce ~:.11 tr·i tr·ie 
young boarding house staff and voung academic staff. The 
enlistment of youthful staff and a progressive institution 
to ir1crease tr·1e UO\"Jer of t~-ie orincioal rna~/ t·;a·...-e ir; fact 
increased the suspicion and threat experienced bv the ' .-. 1 .-j >.J I ._ 
order'. (See Appendix C). ' 
QUESTION: What would be the 
on her oositional cower to effect change rather than the 
'e>~pert pO\"ter' gained tr·1rougF? tt'"le 
11 
acadern 1 c study""?· 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 
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generated from the carticular reca~nendat1ans made for ea~h 
sub-group ~~;hi er-, are ccrra11on or cer1tra 1 to fnost. .~.s ther·e are 
rnultip.le ·inter'-/Bnt1cn pcssibi 1 ities. it is e;-~t;8cted tr·:at tr·ie 
r u ::.i d ~ :-·· ~,\~ i , 1 
----· ,,. I I I 
also 
:::fl~1\.••:::1·..: ... 
-··- · .1- · -· 
It is irnµortant to r·ecoqnise tr·iat otr·ier t·/Lies uf ar"?al:.,.-ses 
might have generated different recammendat1ans far 
i nterverit ion but that these recornrnendat: on8 a.r·e c:or;s; C!er·sd 
pertiner1t to tr-iis ana·lys·is. 
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the developmental needs of the boarders. µartiswiar!v with 
resoect to their emotional develacment. 
2. Formal and ir1formal boarding house rules be re-evaluated 
v.Jitr-i regar·d tc the ~~iay~ ir1 ~;hicr·1 tr·ie).l rnaintairi and reir1force 
present divisive patterns among the girls. 
3. Indirect communication catterns be interructed by 
establishing more structured methods far boarders to va1ce 
grievances. In addition, channels for more direct 
communication between both staff and boarders be cansiderea. 
4. Staff and senior students be encouraged ta play a more 
active and positive role in supporting and nurturing vaunqer 
pupils. 
5. Ways of increasing multi-cultural communication and 
understanding among pupils and staff be investigated. 
particularly with regard to issues such as discipline and 
respect. 
6. The principal should communicate more explicitly her 
values, norms and expectations to both staff and pupils. 
